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PETROL DEMANDCOURTING DISAS'l'ER?
1979 is the year Australia officially discovered the
Energy Crisis. The Federal Government is talking of "crash .
programs", oil companies advertise energy conservation
every night on television, and the State Gover;iments grab
headlines with schemes for LPG cars, electric vehicles, and
studies on energy-saving devices.
It may seem as if these Governments are simply jumping
on the environmental bandwagon - but in fact the energy
situation in Australia and world-wide has deteriorated to
such an extent that Governments have no option but to act
on the situation.
There has been ample warning that it is not safe to rely
so heavily on oil, a commodity susceptible to huge price
rises at the whim of the few countries and companies that
dominate supply. The 1973 OPEC price rises triggered off
huge inflation throughout the Western world, followed by
recession. Apart from this there are the problems of pollution and of what to do when oil becomes too scarce and
expensive to be used for ordinary travel.
Since its inception Friends of the Earth has been cam·
paigning for general energy conservation measures improved public transport, facilities for cyclists, and better
town planning to encourage local/community centres, not
sprawling suburbia . In this issue of Chain Reaction, we look
at specific alternatives to petrol: methane, ethanol,
hydrogen, electricity, LP gas and others. Many of these
energy sources could play some part in replacing petrol.
.Some of them are available right now, and are competitive
in price with petrol. But it is unlikely that any could meet
future demand for energy if it continues .to grow at its
present rate .
Ironically, while the international press gives front-page
coverage to the "energy crisis" there is in some countries an
over-supply of electric generating capacity. This is affecting
nuclear programs around the world, and is one of the
factors making it hard for Australia to sign up customers
for its uranium (see "Where Have All The Markets Gone?",
in this issue). Many countries have slowed down their
building programs or cancelled reactors ... and the decline
has happened since the OPEC price rises of 1973. It seems
that nuclear power has not been able to step in and provide
a smooth answer to oil shortages: on the contrary the oil
shortages have triggered off inflation, and made it even
harder for people to afford nuclear technology.
At the same time a general disenchantment with nuclear
power and similar giant-scale, expensive technologies is
starting to set in. People are realising that it's no use substituting one power source for another, at increasing
economic and environmental cc:ist, only to keep on wasting
it.

Nuclear-generated electricity could be used to power
electric cars, but the risks, and the costs of making the
transition would be crippling. Alternatives such as LP gas
are only a short-term measure: they too are in short supply.
T:1e only energy alternative which costs nothing is
conservation. All over the world people seem to be realising
this (except perhaps in Canberra) and are cutting back on
unnecessary energy use.
In the early '70s some wild predictions about future
energy needs were made by nuclear enthusiasts such as
Ralph Lapp in the USA. Now nuclear proponents have
revised their estimates down to the levels forecast by
conservationists such as Amory Lovins (FOE U.K.) ten
years ago. In the meantime Lovins has cut his own early
predictions almost to half of what they were.
Plainly, predictions about future demand for energy
are not statements of fact. The figures forecasters come up
with depend on the initial assumptions they make about
what society will be like in the future - and how they
would like it to be. Energy policy should not start with
pseudo-scientific predictions of an inexorably increasing
demand for energy, but with common-sense questions
about what we need energy for and how we can use it more
efficiently.
The "energy crisis" is due not so much to an absolute
shortage of fuel, as to an inability to keep up with the
escalating demand for it. If the world continues to depend
economically on an ever-increasing supply of energy it is
courting disaster. If it decides now to change over to
renewable sources of energy, and to cut back the rate of
growth in usage till it stabilizes, the future will look much
more secure.
Year of
forecast

1972

Conservationists

125
(Lovins)

1976

1977-8

75

Nuclear Hawks

190
(Federal Power
Commission)

124

(Lovins)

(ERDA)

33
(Steinhart)

(Lapp)

124

US. energy needs in the year
2000 (in quads per year)
From: Pathways to Energy Sufficiency (FOE USA, 1979).
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EARTH NEWS

THE RETURN OF THE SON-OF-AFRIEND-WHO-COULD-BE-MISTAKENFOAR-DR~TR,ANGELOVE

KAREN SILKWOOD'$ 200-to-1 VICTORY;
Finland : nuclear protest in the shadow of
the USSR.
"CHANCY COLUMN" - Nuclear news,
uranium news, wit, plagiarism and wisdom
from the ascerbic pen of Judy Willes. Plus
End of the line for Fremantle Railwav·
Food Campaign.
'

By nilrew Henngton.
'This is actually about Dr Pet.erBeckmann and
his book "the Health Hazards of NOT Going
.Nuclear". Dr Strangelove's ally is extremely
·right-wing, that's for sure. But his book
deserves reading.

page 25

BARRIER REEF - Not safe yet!
page 7

WHERE HAVE ALL THE MARKETS
GONE?

TOWNSVILLE'S MYSTERIOUS MINE

By John Hallam
Last year Doug Anthony claimed that Aust·
· ralia was to be "another Saudi Arabia" made
rich by its uranium . But since then world
uranium demand has slowed down, and the
promised riches are as elusive as El Dorado .
Will Australia sell its uranium? Can the Miners
add up straight?
page 29

By Lynn Martinez
When a Queensland minister announced that
Minatome Australia would be permitted to
mine uranium near Townsville, Lynn
Martinez hired a light plane to fly over the
site. She was warned not to go too close or Minatome "would shoot" Why does
secrecy surround the mine?
page 10

CHAIN REACTION INTERVIEW

THE ENERGY SQUEEZE

Interview by Barbara Hutton.
The Bataan Reactor near Manila is causing great
concern to local people. This year 3 Filipinos
toured Australia to let Australians know how
they feel about it.

Article by Phil Gleeson
As petrol gets scarcer, the prices rise. Who
profits?
page 12

ALTERNATIVES TO PETROL

page 30

By Mick Harris
.
L.P. Gas, alcohol, methane and hydrogen these are some of the fuels that could help to
replace petrol. Electric cars and steam cars are
also possibilities. Some of these alternatives
are impractical, others an economic proposition
right now. But can any of them provide the
abundant, cheap energy we have come to
expect?
page 15

A NUCLEAR REACTOR BY 1995?
IT DOESN'T COMPUTE
Sir Charles Court would like to see a nuclear
reactor in Western Australia by 1995 - the WA
State Electricity Commission has threatened to
build up to 27 of them by the year 2025.
Dr Peter Brotherton has done a few calculations
to see if it's possible ...
page 33

LETTERS

DARWIN'S AUTONOMOUS VILLAGE

A small village, totally self-sufficient in energ}
and water, is underway at Humpty Dao nea:
Darwin.
page 18

page 34

THE CHINA SYNDROME

Reviewed by Jodi Adams
· A film that came uncannily close to reality.
page 37

DR STRANGELOVE MEETS
FRANKENSTEIN

BOOK REVIEWS

By Mark Plunkett
'A portrait of Dr Edward Teller, father of the
H-bomb and prototype for the Character called
"Dr Strangelove". Dr Teller is much admired by
Lang Hancock and Queensland's Bjelke_Petersen.
,page 20

'SPINACH BLUES

Another Eco-toon by Michael Vale: The
Birthday Flight.

Pa.e;e 34

KNOCKING ON HEAVEN'S DOOR - a
voyage to the Momma testing ground;
SMALTERNATIVES - A Personal Guide to
Saving Energy and Money; THE SOUTHWf.$T BOOK - a compendium of fact and
lil"story about the wild and beautiful south-west
of Tasmania.
page 39-41

RESOURCES, LIST OF FOE GROUPS
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Karen Silkwood~

•
200·1o·one Vlclory
"who runs this country? show ·
yourself - I want to see!" Jefferson Starship.

On the morning of Friday, May
18th, Karen Silkwood of Oklahoma
City became the first officially recognised U.S. victim of radiation poisoning. U.S. District Judge Frank Theis
upheld the decision of a jury of six
that the Silkwood family be awarded
$500 ,000 (or Ka_reu's iI\iuries. and $10
million in p~iti_ve d_ll!l}ages for the:
way Kerr-McGee had operated its
plutonium plant situated near the
village of Crescent, Oklahoma.
But her case is not over. The
Silkwood 's lawyers are currently ·
pressing for the civil rights issues (and
the question of who caused Karen's
death) to be brought to trial. Their
case may ultimately reach the U.S .
Supreme Court.
The May decision has far-reaching
implications. Kerr-McGee, one of
America's largest corporations, the
U.S.'s largest uranium producer and a
veteran in the plutonium field,
received the toughest penalty ever
dealt to an American company.
Citizens of Denver, Colorado (which
was dusted with plutonium when fires
broke out at the Rocky flats weapons
plant in 1957 and 1969) have been
watching the case with interest. A
judge in California is expected to rule
that the civil disobedience actions of
protestors who occupied the Rancho
Seco power plant (a twin plant to the
crippled Three Mile Island reactor)
were justified because of the dangers
of nuclear energy. The nuclear
industry is reeling.
But to the Silkwood family , the
court decision meant that their quiet ,
dark-haired d.aughter's credibility had
been accepted by the strangers on the ·
jury. During the trial Kerr-McGee
. officials had openly described Karen ,
Silkwood as (variously) a kook, a ·
union fanatic , a drug addict, a lesbian
and an alcoholic. In fact much of the
defence's time was spent in implying .

Silkwood caused her own death,
either as suicide for personal reasons
or to give her case against the company ,more media value .
Karen Silkwood would have been
amazed to see th~ stir her death on a
lonely stretch of highway caused.
twenty-eight-year-old
Karen, · a
divorced mother of three, was hired
as a lab technician by Kerr-McGee in
1972. Her trust in the company was
eroded as she realised that the plant's
operation was unsafe and possibly
illegal. Her fellow workers , many of
whom were teenagers from nearby
ranches and dairy farms had been
forced to breathe in plutonium dust as
a result of faulty equipment, and a
company
truck
covered
with
plutonium particles regularly visit ed a
·1ocal carwash. During the trial, wit·nesses described the plant's safety
system as "a joke", and a former

plant employee, now a state trooper,
testified that Kerr-McGee rarely told
new workers about the dangers of
plutonium and said he had never been
given the training courses required by
federal law.
In September 1974 Karen Silkwood
learned that as little as one-millionth
of a gram of plutonium could lead to
cancer. She contacted two national
officials of her union, "The Oil,
Chemical and Atomic Workers International" (OCAW) and agreed to get
documentation of illegal and unsafe
practices at the plant.
A month later she told the union
she had collected a manila folder full
of evidence . She arranged to deliver it
to a union official and a New York
Times reporter on 13 November - but
·she never made it to the appointment.
Karen Silkwood was already
running scared . .On 7 November

EARTH NEWS
radiation inspectors found microscopic
traces of plutonium sprinkled on a
package of sausage in her refrigerator,
in her bedroom and bathroom. She
was briefly hospitalised after eating
some of the contaminated food and,
frightened, told friends "I'm afraid I'm
going to die." An isotopic analysis,
which matches up neutrons and electrons like ridges in fingerprints, traced
the plutonium material to Lot 29 in
Kerr-McGee's inventory. Karen Silkwood had no possible access to the
individual lots of plutonium.
On the day after her release from
hospital, Silkwood prepared her
evidence and drove off to deliver the
manila folder plus her notebooks to
a motel in Oklahoma City. On the way
her car veered off the highway and
smashed into a concrete culvert.
Ka;en was killed. Kerr-McGee say
she ran off the road, but a private
investigator hired by the union found
dents in the rear of her car which he
attributed to a wheeled assailant The manila folder and notebooks were
never found.
The six jurors, (three men, three
women) faced a long list of critical
decisions . They were the first private
citizens to judge the efficiency of the
commercial nuclear power industry
since the "Atoms For Peace" program
began twenty-five years ago. Could
Kerr-McGee (a huge corporation
which, to many, ran Oklahoma) have
been so negligent in its security
systems as to allow forty pounds of
plutonium, enough for four bombs,
to have been lost - or stolen? Why
would Kerr-McGee forge the signatures
of former workers on attendance
records for safety classes? Did the
giant company falsify x-rays which
showed up dangerous inperfections
in the fuel rods they produced? Was
Karen Silkwood placed under heavy
survellience by the company, with
her phone tapped and her notebooks
photographed on their insistence? A
local bet ran 200 to one against the
Silkwood side winning .
The resulting decision.is not only a
victory for anti-nuclear lobbyists, it is
a victory for every person who has
ever dared to fight corporate or
government giants. Too many environmental and consumer cases against
business giants have been settled out
of court - leaving important evidence

and serious accustations out of reach
of the public. The Silkwood family
who fought this case - and then called
for further investigation of their
daughter's death - are courageous ,
determined people, virtues that were
obviously pass~d onto their beloved
Karen.
The battle to find out the names of
Karen's killers will still continue in the
courts of America. But the saddest
testimony of all reveals that even had
Karen's little car reached Oklahoma
City untouched, its owner was already
lost. Dr John Gofman, a former U.S.
Government scientist and the first .to
isolate the plutonium isotope, testified that "Silkwood was married to
lung cancer - it was an inevitable
process."
Jodi Adams - Greenpeace A ust.

Finland:

pucleai: p19test

mthesnadow
of·the U.S.S.R.

Finland already has one 420 MW
Soviet-made reactor in operation, and
three more plants are to be completed
this year. In 1974 a State committee
released a plan to build 40 reactors by
the year 2000 . This plan is no longer
taken seriously because of slow
economic growth but has not been
officially rejected. The Government is
also planning to build small nuclear
district heating units, called "Safe
and Environmentally Clean Urban
Reactors" (SECURE). These were
designed by Sweden's ASEA-Atom but
will probably first be built in Finland
because of strong anti-nuclear fe~g
in Sweden.
··r
But local opposition to nuclear
power is also growing in Finland,
especially among the better informed
Swedish minority who have access to
foreign newspapers. The peace-loving
Finns are particularly alarmed at a
Russian plan to supply nuclear power
to Libya with Finnish assistance.
Libya is known to want nuclear
arms .
In January 1977 an anti-nu~l~ar

:group called EVY was set up and
within a year it had 1500 members:
EVY has launched a campaign of
leafletting, showing films, and in
october 1978 held the first national
1
,demonstration against nuclear power.
The anti-nuclear movement in
Finland is now concentrating on
stopping the next planned nuclear
·plant, a 1000 MW Soviet reactor
scheduled to be completed in 1984,
from going ahead . Olli Tammilehto
writes that "the task has many diffi·
culties unknown to other anti-nuclear
activists: information about Soviet
technology
is much more difficult to
1
get. The spent fuel is taken back to the
,Soviet Union and therefore the waste .
.- problems are much weaker arguments. ·
Most Finnish politicians want to be ·
'good friends of the Soviets and thereIfore they evade criticizing a project
which might be important to the ·
USSR."
Whether or not they succeed in
stopping this particular reactor, it
seems that the combination of
economic factors and local opposition
must slow down the Finnish nuclear
program.
This naturally leads to some
questions about the signing of the
Australian Safeguards Agreement to
export
to Finland, last
I,year. At uranium
present Finland gets all its
· nuclear fuel from Canada (which has
huge reserves) and the USSR, which
also takes back its wastes for reprocessing. With this convenient arrange. ment already working, why buy
uranium from Australia? Was the
I, signing
of the Safeguards Agreement
. perhaps just a piece of good public
relations on Australia's part? Or will
I Australia eventually supply uranium
, to Finland to have it reprocessed and
the plutonium retreived by the USSR?
This last possibility is not as strange
as it sounds - the USSR is a signatory
Iof
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty and there is probably less
Idanger that the plutonium would be
diverted to make nuclear weapons
than if it were sold to some of our ·
other potential customers ... such as
South Korea or France. Nevertheless
I it does seem ironic that Doug Anthony,
Iwho has accused anti-nuclear protestors
of being Communists, should agree to
export uranium to Finland, to have it
reprocessed in the USSR.

I

I
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city with a population of 100,000.
And to add to the list of the world's
·most exciting statistics; it's longer than
the Washington Monument is tall.

Chained Reactor?

Things are looking promising for
the anti-nuclear front these days. Since
Harrisburg, and the last issue of C.R.,
a number of important international
moves have taken place. Countries
with nuclear power plants have begun
to urgently reassess the safety of their
installations. Many have closed down
reactors, especially those similar in
design to the one at Harrisburg. Others
have halted further construction until
the Harrisburg inquiries have finished:
JAPAN:
The Nuclear Safety Commission has
either shut down or prevented the ,
opening of just under half Japan's
nuclear capacity. Plans to build a new
plant have also been way-laid pending
the findings of investigations in the
U.S.
WEST GERMANY:
Nuclear power is also having
trouble in Germany. Plans for a
"nuclear park" (reprocessing and
waste disposal) near the village of
Gorleben, Lower Saxony, have been
deferred. Growth rates of 7-8% p.a.
projected by planners aren't happening.
But what is growing instead is local
opposition to the · construction ot
plants. Consequently, the 1974 prediction of 47 plants by 1985, looks
more like being in the range of 10-18
... at its best.
The decision not to open Gorleben
has put the whole German nuclear
industry in jeopardy. In Germany
nuclear power stations are not allowed
to operate unless they have some
proven safe method of waste disposal .
Gorleben was to have provided this.
CANADA:
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
. recently had to swallow a bitter pill
when it was forced to shut down ·
Quebec's only nuclear power plant.
It had been condemned by scientists
as "a lemon".
Page 4 - Chain Reaction 5( 1), 1979. ·

The Anti-Nuke Demo .
on wliich the Su~ Never Set
F·rom a World Information Service
·on Energy (W.1.S.E.) Communique:
'Round up on World-wide anti-nuclear
demonstrations. June 2-3--4', World
Environment Day.

SWEDEN:
Half of Sweden's nuclear stations
are closed, either because of accidents
or safety modifications. Sweden has
had a series of nuclear accidents this
year. The most serious occurred in
March at an Atomic Research Station
where liquid plutonium leaked into a
transportation pipe. There it collected
and concentrated, reaching a criticality
factor of O.83. Critical mass occurs at
1.0 ... Close!

Mrs Carter Christens a.
Nuclear. Disaster
Rosalynn Carter was among distinguished guests at the launching of the
''biggest, deadliest, and most expensive" nuclear submarine ever built in
the U.S.A. It carries 24 missiles with
multiple nuclear warheads, which
exhibit the even more amazing feature.
of being able to destroy any Russian

':4.s three continuous days of anti-·
·nuclear demonstrations drew to a close
. . . well over 200,000 concerned
citizens throughout the world had
taken part in activities at existing and
planned nuclear power station sites ...
Meetings, bike rides, marches, nonviolent site occupations and civil
disobedience took place at 80-100
places in thirteen countries.
"Dutch villagers marched with
Mayor and aldermen at their head
against a plan to dump radio-active .
waste, a woman and four men from
Greenpeace parachuted into the
planned site for the world's biggest·
power plant near Ontario (Canada);
600 were a"ested at Shoreham (Long
Island, New York), for occupying a
nuclear site; Scottish trade Unionists
joined a march against a nuclear
weapons site at Faslane (near Glasgow)
. . . German cyclists occupied a bridge
over the Rhine when refused permission to take a power station model
into France for an alternative energy
exhibition.
"Sadly, the weekend claimed a
victim when Spanish Police . opened
fire on 5,000 peaceful demonstrators
in the small town of Tudella in the
south of Euskadi (Basque Country).
" . . . all the demonstrations were
essentially local, the expression of a
growing grass-roots movement, not
organized from above . .. "

Lobbyster and Champagne

Not long before Doug Anthony and
guests were tucking into the lobster,
turkey and champagne at the opening
of Nabarlek (Queensland mines), he
and his deputy Ian Sinclair went out
for a spot of fishing with Pancontinental 's chairman.
Since then the Government has
been busy considering Environmental
Impact Statement on J abiluka. Here
lies 50% of the Northern Territory's
uranium deposits, valued at $10 billion.
They say a little friendly lobbying
never goes astray ... but it all seems
pretty fishy to me.

Russian Winter of Discontent
Newspapers recently carried an
eerie story telling of the loss of
hundreds of lives in a serious nuclear
accident in Kyshtum, a remote area
near the Urals. The accident allegedly
happened in the winter of 1958. It
was reported not long after in a
British magazine by exiled Russian
geneticist,
Zhores
Medvedev.
Medvedev claimed that: "nuclear
waste, carelessly buried over a number
of years, erupted like a violent
volcano, spewing radioactive material
over thousands of kilometres."
In the U.S. the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and the CJ.A. appear to
be taking the incident seriously. So is
Medvedev who is putting the finishing
touches to his book "Nuclear Disaster
In Tpe Urals", due for release late
this month ... Meanwhile bac'l at the
Kremlin, it seems the Russians aren't
giving away many clues - all remains
very quiet on the eastern front.

••••••••••
It is intended that "Chancy" be a
regular column in CR. Its appearance
in CR. this month (and in following
issues) is symbolic of the desire of
many friends of the earth to revitalize
F.O.E. 'S contribution to the antiuranium and anti-nuclear campaign. I
urge readers to write to me C/- CR.
and express their views on what
F. O.E. 's contribution to the campaign
should or could be.
Judy Wilks
(Uranium Co-ordinator,
F.O.E. Collingwood.)

Fremantle_8mlway-end of the.line?
The West Australian Government is
threatening to cut out the PerthFremantle railway line and put a
freeway in its place.
·
The Government has proposed to
close the line on 2 September and
keep it shut down for three years (the
legal requirement) before ripping up
the track~ and building the freeway .
The trains will be replaced by buses.
Public outcry has already been
enormous. The WEST AUSTRALIAN
(28/7 /79) estimates that about 7 5% of
people in Perth would be opposed to
ripping up the line . "Friends of the
Railways", a public group which
formed in March, has collected nearly
100,000 signatures on a petition to
save the railway. The Government's
response has been to criticize the
petition on the grounds that many of
the people who signed it would not be
regular passengers of the railway!

The Friends of the Railway have
presented a detailed submission to the
Government proposing that the railway should be upgraded and converted
to electricity. They say this would be
· cheaper than replacing the line with
buses. So far the Government has
rejected the submission.
If all else fails the Railways Unions
may be called on to take industrial
action to keep the railway open. In
the meantime people living along the
line near the numerous trainstops are
wondering what they will do for
transport while the Fremantle line is
closed. Further Information:
· Friemis of the Railway,
C/- Dr Peter Newman
PO Box 800, Fremantle, WA.
"Save the Railways" car-stickers (bike
stickers?) are available from FOE,
Cl- The Environment Centre, 537
Wellington St, Perth.
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SAVE THE RA1LWAYS
Somethiqg_ to get
Y9ur teetn into:

ihe politics of
food .
Everything from multinational agribusiness to local food co-operatives
was examined at a two-night forum
held in Melbourne recently.
the
forum was aimed at -encourag,i.ijg an
activist approach to food issues i.e.
ways we can fight back against the
multinationals.
Food activists topics included an
anti-Nestles baby food campaign and a
tea campaign (both of which are
operating in Australia); a People's
(i.e. non-governmental) Food Commission currently working in Canada;
food processing, additives and nutrition; strengthe;tlng the food cooperative movement; the school tuck
shop.

Several action initiatives are ready
to be launched (see especially box ·
.below) and oeoole oower is need,ed.
CAN YOU HELP ORGANIZE
.A POLITICS OF FOOD
SEMINAR?
- a weekend
in-depth, actionorientated seminar on 24-25
November_1979.
issues could include food and:
multinationals,
unions,
working
people, energy usage, health, the
education system, co-operatives, growing your own, political and economic
structures, trade, the Third World,
warfare, the cost of living, political
campaigns etc. etc.
·- size could range from city, state, to
a national conference depending on
people's energy.
Enquiries: Ben Witham, FOE
Collingwood, Food Justice Centre.
Phone (03) 419-8700.
Ruth Seidler, A.WD. (03) 419-5588.
Trish Collinson, C.A.A. (03) 419-7055.

.,

OCEANS NB/VS

Great
Banier

Reef:NOT
SJU'IYIT
There is a great deal of confusion at
the moment about the safety of the
Great Barrier Reef. The Reef is not
safe! The campaign which has been
waged over the last several months
has achieved a few relatively small
gains.
* About 2% of the Reef Region has
been declared Marine Park, leaving
98% unprotected from oil drilling.
* A moratorium on drilling and
exploration has been declared over
the Reef Region for an unspecified
period. Speculations by the newspapers that the moratorium would
be for 10 years have no solid basis
in fact. On top of this, seismic
survey work, which is an essential
lead-up to oil drilling, has been
carried out in the Reef Region
since the declaration of the moratorium.
* It is very unclear at the moment,
but it seems that the (pro-oil
drilling) Queensland Government
did not gain the level of control of
Reef waters which was thought
possible at the last Premiers'
Conference. At first glance this
appears to be a victory.
Page 6 - Chain Reaction 5(1), 1979

But the day after the Prime
Minister announced the declaration of
the Capricorn and Bunker section of
the Barrier Reef Marine Park, it was
announced that the Federal Government had established a joint Ministerial
Council, with two Federal Ministers
and two Queensland Government
Ministers, which would over-see any
further extensions to the Marine Park.
Although this does not rule out the
possibility of future Park extensions,
especially around the prime tourist
resort areas, it virtually gives Queensland the power to veto any extensions
it does not like - e.g. into areas that
might have oil potential. The move to
establish a joint ministerial council is a
disaster for the Reef!
The Reef campaign has made a few
small gains, but this one move has
been a major set-back, out-weighing
the benefit of the Government's
concessions.
The Government concessions seem
to have convinced the news media that
the Reef issue is dead. And the fact
that the concessions were made at the
end of the Parliamentary sitting means
that their real meaning cannot be
probed in Parliament. So there is very
little reportage of the Reef issue at the
moment.
On top of this the energy crisis has
been getting panic rating in the media,
thus helping to create the climate for

rash and disastrous decisions on Reef
drilling.
Some way must be found to let
people know that the Reef has not
been safeguarded from oil drilling, to
let them know more about its biological wonder, to let them know why it
is essential that the Marine Park is
declared over the whole Reef Region
now, and to let them know that wellthought out energy policies exist that
would if implemented make it
unnecessary to put the Reef at risk.
(One such energy policy is set out in
the book 'Seeds for Change'.)
The only way to ensure that the
Reef will be protected from oil drilling
is to declare a Marine Park over the
whole region now. Declaration of the
Park would immediately prohibit oil
drilling and mining but would not
exclude tourism, commercial fishing
or other human uses - it would
merely provide the machinery to
manage these conflicting uses .
If you can offer some help in the
campaign to save the Barrier Reef
contact me at the Environment Action
Centre, 118 E"ol St, North Melbourne
(phone 329-5519)
- OR Akin Gafford, Total Environment Centre, 18 Argyle St, Sydney.
- OR The Australian Littoral
Society, P.O. Box 82, St Lucia 4067
(phone 378-6077). Do it now!

-Phillip Sutton.

Townsville is a large sprawling city
of 102,000 people.
Fifty kilometres north-west of
Townsville, one of the tributaries of
the Burdekin River, Keelbottom
Creek, has charmed Townsville people
for many years. The sandy-bottomed
stream fringed with melaleuca and
,callistomon has been a natural retreat
for families, bushwalkers and campers.
The area has evoked much interest
from geographers and naturalists from
the James Cook University of North
Queensland, who consider that the
special _environmental features of the
area qualify it to be set aside for
wilderness recreation.
Minatome Australia Pty Ltd began
prospecting there for uranium several
years ago.
Now, much of the Creek area is
closed to public access.
An advertisement in the Townsville
Daily Bulletin warned that trespassing
in the area "is prohibited to motorbikes and motor vehicles. Fishing,
pig-hunting, shooting and traversing on
any part of the lease including Keelbottom Creek . . . is prohibited and
anyone found thereon will be
prosecuted."
On April 8, the Queensland
Minister for Mines, Energy and Police,
Mr Camm, announced that Minatome
would be granted its lease to mine
soon, bo~ting that it would be
Queensland's next uranium mine. Mr
Camm has been anxious to resuscitate
Queensland's uranium industry for
some time.
His announcement preceded the
completion of an
Environmental
Impact Study _in April.

The Queensland Government's
Townsville was the most likely location
encouragement of uranium mining is
for the establishment of the proposed
closely linked with its ambition to
plant.
see a uranium enrichment plant built
If the uranium indust ry is successful
in the state - an ambition shared by
in establishing a uranium enrichment
the West Australian Government and
plant at Townsville , it is likely that all
politicians in the Northern Territory.
uranium mined in Australia would be
These two both have uranium mines
transported here fo r enrichment. It is
which are ready to go ahead. The
logical also, that the enriched material
Queensland Government is therefore
would be exported from the Townsallowing the Keelbottom Creek mine
ville container tern1inal, close to the
to procede as fast as possible, even
heart of the city.
without any guarantee that it will be
Townsville could become the
granted approval to export, so as to
nuclear capital of Australia.
give the State some justification for
claiming the right to the enrichment
Secrecy Surrounds the Mine
plant.
This year the Queensland National
A curious aspect of the proposed
Party chose Townsville to be the venue
uranium mine at Keelbottom creek is
for its State Conference. The Conferthat news of the imminent granting of
ence featured as its guest senior
the mining lease has taken most of
scientists from the Australian Atomic . Townsville's population by surprise.
Energy Commission. They were
The company has assiduously avoided
brought here to "explain" the process
publicity and has actively discouraged
of enriching uranium, not only to the
scrutiny of its activities.
National Party conference, but to the
On April 26 of this year , an
entire region. To this end, they spoke
incident occurred which showed the
in the schools, 'servk_e _. clubs, and to
company's fear of public scrutiny.
political meetings. The 'local press,
On that day, Senator Jim Keefe,
whose editorials have frequently .-f'f;ananother person, and myself,chartered
gelised for the nuclear industry, gave
a plane to fly over and photograph the
freely of its columns. The Townsville
Minatome project. As we were about
Daily Bulletin's Editorial on Dr
to board the plane, the charter
Clarence Hardy's visit spoke of the
operator cautioned us that if we flew
"quiet, dispassionate tones" with
close to the mine site, "they" would
which he dispelled any nervousness
"shoot". The charter operator told us
which might be felt about the estabthat both his company and "the
lishment of a uranium enrichment
Department" (presumably the Departplant in North Queensland.
ment of Transport) had been warned.
In May this year, journalist Denis
One week before our trip an A.B.C.
Reinhardt reported in the National
newsteam had aerially photographed
Times that Mr Camm had confirmed
the project and shortly afterwards
that a site on the coastal plain north of
the company had declared a danger
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area over 2 square kilometres, to a
height of 500 metres because of
"surface blasting". It is possible that
the word "shoot" is mining jargon
for "detonate a charge". That was not
explained. The threat was delivered
without explanation or embellishment.
It was as bizarre as the company's
belief that such an extensively
developed project could continue to
be carried out in secret.
Minatome 's arrogance towards the
local residents ofTownsville is reminiscent of the French Government's
treatment of the local Polynesians
during nuclear testing at Moruroa in
the Pacific. During the testing information about the level of radiation
released and the degree of contamiation of fish and water were assiduously kept from the public. Minatome's
similar policy of secrecy and disregard
for the rights of local people is not
surprising, considering the company's
strong connections with the French
Government. Minatome Australia Pty
Ltd is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
two of France's largest corporations;
The Government-owned Compagnie
Francaise de Petroles, and PechineyUgine-Kuhlmann, also Governmentbacked.
It is ironic that France is not a
signatory of the Nuclear NonProliferation treaty, is committed to
uranium reprocessing and bomb-testing
and would break every condition laid
down in the Australian safeguards
policy for export of uranium, even if
it would sign the agreement. Yet it
has been warmly welcomed by the
Queensland
Government
as
a
developer of the state's uranium.
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What worries the locals most about
the mine project is the probability of
contamination to the Burdekin catchment area. The damming of the
Burdekin is the project most dear to
Northern
Queensland politicians,
businessmen and farmers alike.
Recently the Townsville Regional
Conservation Council asked Mr Camm
for access to the Environmental
Impact Statement on the mine, and
the opportunity to comment on it.
The council cited the proximity of the
mine to Townsville and the location of
the mine on the Burdekin River
catchment area as reasons for its
concern. The actual mine location is
on the side of a mountain, Ben
Lomond, which slopes down to the
creek system feeding the Burdekin
River. The entire project straddles the
creek and gully system.

No information, no right to ask
Mr Camm replied: "I do not
consider the facts that . . . environmentalist bodies have particular views
on uranium mining, processing and
utilisation, as being in themselves
sufficient reasons for their being
called upon to provide environmental
assessment." Put more bluntly the
Minister was not interested in hearing
what environmentalists had to say on
the subject and refused to let them see
the impact statement.
A request from the Queensland
Conservation Council to participate in
the EIS drew an identically worded
response.
Similarly, requests by private
persons to see the EIS have been

rebuffed.
The Burdekin Dam lobby, anxious
to avoid any political involvement
while Federal commitment to the
Burdekin Dam Scheme remain precarious, have been loathe to add their
voice to those of other sections of the
community in demanding that the
EIS be made public. There is no
doubt, however, that the presence of
the mine is an embarrassment to them.
Although members of the public
have no access to the impact statement, several local environmentalists
were used to provide sections of the
study. These people are now concerned that their names will be used
on the statement as a public relations
exercise, and they will not be allowed
to comment on the report or even see
it.
It is suggested that the EIS is quite
inadequate. The guidelines issued by
the Department of Mines for the study
make no reference to natural hazards,
such as cyclones, flooding, soil shift
and heavy rain, - all of them characteristic of the area.
Recently the Queensland Government released revised procedures for
the conduct of Environmental Impact
Studies. Significantly, the word
"environmental" has been dropped
from the title and they are now to be
called
"Impact Assessments of
Development Projects in Queensland".
Whereas under the old system the
public was enthusiastically feted (at
least on paper) the new procedures do
not mention public involvement at all.
They do contain a 6-page list of
advisory bodies - all State Government departments.

They also state that local authorities
should be considered as advisory
bodies and should "always be consulted, along with any other Local
Authority whose area may be affected
by a proposed development.
It would seem that this policy has
been totally disregarded .
None of the Shires affected have
been invited to participate as Advisory
Bodies. Not Dalrymple Shire (in which
the
project is
situated), nor
Thuringowa, whose border lies within
a few kilometres of the project, and
within which Minatome Australia Pty
Ltd has its offices. The Townsville
City Council has not been consulted,
. despite its proximity to the mine, and
the fact that the city's development is
closely tied to the future availability
of the waters of the Burdekin River.
The Charters Towers City Council,
which draws its waters from a dam on
the Burdekin River, not far from the
head of Keelbottom Creek, has
expressed concern. However, it has not
been asked to participate in the EIS.
In Queensland, we have become
used to executive arrogance. Such
disregard by Ministers of the Government for their own regulations has
become commonplace. Where the rules
do not suit, new ones are made, as
evidenced by the amendments to the
Mining Act passed in Queensland
Parliament on May 1, 1979. These
amendments, brought in specifically to
allow mining to proceed on Moreton
Island against the wishes of the Brisbane City Council, allow the Mines
Department to overrule decisions
made by local authorities on mining
developments.

Laws in Queensland abound in , overrule the result ·of a Local Governexamples of built-in checks against
ment Poll.
democratic procedures working.
The Minister in this instance is Russ
This has been brought home to
Hinze, notorious for his autocratic
citizens of Thuringowa Shire who
treatment of the Aboriginal local
have called for a Local Government
council at Aurukun, and said to be
Poll on establishment of the uranium
more right-wing than the Premier, Mr
industry in the Shire. Under QueensBjelke-Petersen.
land Local Government Act regulaThe Chairman of the Thuringowa
tions, a poll can be required if it is
Council, also extremely conservative,
refuses even to have documents and
&>ne
official information on the nuclear
projects tabled at Council meetings.
;1~
' Qi.lee
111.Kn
I believe that the majority of
Townsville people are opposed to the
establishment of nuclear facilities in
this region.
However determined and widespread this opposition is, it will carry
little weight with a State Government
dedicated to protecting the people
from themselves in the national
interest.
Mr Camm said it well, in an interview with Denis Reinhardt of the
National Times: "If I had to listen and
take notice of protests against the
issuing of a mining lease anywhere in
Queensland and listen to the people in
the close proximity of that mining
lease, there would be very few mining
leases ever issued."
The people will not be consulted.
Their opposition will be ignored.
Townsville people need the support
of Australians all over. In order to
petitioned by 10% of the voters. A understand the forces operating in
local branch of the Labor Party has
Australia now, it is necessary to come
already obtained 11% of voters' to terms with the anti-democratic
signatures on a petition.
forces operating in the deep north of
The pre-poll lobby is only too
Queensland.
aware that, in Queensland, the Local
Government Minister has the power to
Lyn Martinez.

~,~"\ "'o'
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Known and Recoverable
Reserves
NATIONAL TIMES (week ending
30/6/79) estimates that in noncommunist countries there exist
1,700-3 ,000 billion barrels of oil,
whilst consumption rates are 20
billion barrels annually ..
While estimates of reserves are
traditionally ·a little unreliable (and
often understated, since only the oil
companies have access to the full
information) there seems to be no
danger of oil running out in the near
future. In the long term, of course,
petroleum reserves will be exhausted
and alternatives will have to be found,
but the main problem in the short to
medium term fs rising prices, rather
than a real lack of oil.
As a commodity, oil is worth more
to the companies the longer it is left
in the ground. If they can sell less, and
profit more , then why should they use
up their reserves? The oil shortages
created by hanging onto reserves

THE

merely makes prices rise even higher.
Meanwhile, Australia's oil situation
is being frightfully mismanaged.
1. The oil companies are not drilling
new wells. In 1978 only 52 exploration wells were drilled in Australia,
compared with 48 ,000 wells in the
USA and 7000 in Canada. So, whilst
"local" reserves are depleted more
,quickly than is necessary (to offset the
shortfall in imported oil), there is little
hope of -increased reserves 'being
found.
2. The Government exercises no
control over the level of oil imported
.by the companies and so our stockpiles are reducing by an unknown
amount. Until recently the Government had absolutely no mechanism
for monitoring oil stocks in this
country, and it has admitted its
ignorance of levels of stockpiles. In
the name of free enterprise it has been
allowing "market forces" to manage
the situation: in other words this is
left to the big oil companies. Isn't this
like allowing the wolves to oversee the
sheep?

The result is that Australian citizens
are paying higher prices. This might
be justified if the profits creamed off
were used in oil exploration - but
there is no legislation to ensure that
any part of windfall profits be applied
to searching for oil.
There is little or no chance, under
present drcumstances, of finding more
oil. This might not matter if the
Government pursued energy conservation seriously. In the last financial
year the Government spent roughly
$15 million on .energy research and
development. This year it is considering spending $17 million on a public
relations campaign to convince the
electorate of the need for energy
conservation!
Of course the oil companies are
interested in extracting the last drop
of profit from the consumer. As
profit-making enterprises they are
expected to do this. By failing to do
anything about the situation the
Government is once again showing
how shortsighted it is.

- Phil Gle~on.

ALTERNATIVES ro PETROL

The "Energy Crisis" first shocked
the world in October 1973, when
OPEC placed an embargo on oil
supplies. Despite widespread panic,
within 4 months (January 1974) the
"Seven Sisters", the seven major oil
companies in the US, held more
stockpiled oil in the United States
.than they had 12 months earlier. At
the same time, American consumers
were beset by shortages of fuel for
transport and heating, and increased
oil prices. The shortage was
fact
artificial, engineered by the oil companies to force up prices and increase
profitability.
The "shortage" not only created
massive windfall profits but also led to

m
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the demise of many independent
producers, and to special Government
subsidies and tax-relief for the big
Seven. The Government also cut back
on environmental safeguards such as
emission controls, to conserve fuel.
That was the situation in the USA
in 1973/74. Does it sound familiar?
At present there is an atmosphere
of near-panic throughout the Western
world, as people brace themselves for
further price rises, drastic changes to
lifestyles, the likelihood of even
deeper economic recession, and almost
certainly increased unemployment.
That gloom exists almost everywhere
... except in the boardrooms of the
Seven Sisters!

The table below, showing profit
rates in the USA for the first quarter
1978/9 compared with the same
period 1977/78, tells the story clearly:
Exxon: up 37% .to US$995 million.
Mobil: up 81 % to US$437 million.
Shell (US): up 16%to US$223 million.
Standard Oil (Indiana): up 28% to
US$349 million.
Standard Oil (California): up 43% to
US$34 7 million.
Gulf: up 61% to US$249 million.
Texaco: up 81% to US$307 million.
The question is whether these
profits represent the final fling of the
oil companies - I doubt it.

l

As the demand for oil increases and
supplies dwindle the cost of petroleum
products increases rapidly. In the last
three years the cost has more than
doubled and is likely to have trebled
by the end of the year. -Production of
oil from the Bass Strait oil fields will
suffer a drastic decline in the early
1980s. By 1985 no more than one
third of our oil will come from Australia as compared to two thirds now.
All this spells out one thing for
people who rely on using motor
vehicles in their day to day lives. In
five years or so petrol will be so expensive that the majority of people will
have to think very carefully about
whether they can afford to drive a
motor vehicle.
What then can people who need to
travel and have inadequate public
transport do? One alternative is car
pooling, but this only postpones the
real problem, which will occur when

petrol runs out. Sooner or later an
alternative to petrol must be found.

ALTERNATIVE FUELS
L.P. Gas: In recent months there has
been much discussion of liquid petroleum gas. The major attraction of L.P.
·gas is cost: on 1 July, 26 cents a litre
for petrol and 12 cents a litre for
L.P.G. were typical of the avea:!ge
prices. Recently the Prime Minister,
Mr Fraser, announced that the 15%
sales tax on LPG conversion kits was
to be removed, thus encouraging even
more people to switch to L.P. gas. The
sudden popularity of L.P.G. has
·created long waiting periods for those
wanting their cars converted - often
several months.
However LP gas has its disadvantages. The initial cost of conversion
,is about $750. This may increase soon
:because all conversion kits are manu-

factured overseas and high demand is
likely to lift prices. It takes a number
_of years to recoup this cost from lower
fuel bills: if a car is converted to LPG
and then disposed of two years later,
.it is likely the owner will still be out of
pocket. In addition, lower fuel
economy can be expected from L.P.G.
As yet there are relatively few
outlets for LPG, and it will take
several years for the situation to
·improve. This is not much of a problem when cars have dual fuel conversions ( allowing the car to run on
·both LPG and petrol) but many
conversions are complete, allowing
only the use of LPG.
Finally, teserves of LPG are small.
At present domestic consumption is
low - in fact, in 1975, 90% of the
· LPG produced in Australia was
exported to Japan. A massive change.over to LPG will deplete our reserves
much more quickly than has been
Chain Reaction 5(1), 1979 - Page 11
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anticipated. Thus LPG can do no more
than provide short-term relief from
fuel shortages, and will only be
cheaper for motorists who cover a lot,
of miles in their LPG-converted cars.
Alcohol: Alcohol has been used in '.
Brazil as an additive to petrol since I
1937. Its major advantage is that it
can be distilled from plants and is
thus a renewable energy source. Up to
20% of alcohol can be added to petrol"
before there is any need to regulate
or modify the engine. Modified
motor vehicles have been successfully
run on pure alcohol, with slightly
higher
fuel consumptions than

obtained from petrol. Continuing
research is being carried out in this
field.
Total costs of ethanol from various
sources range from around 14 to 47
cents per litre, depending on the
method of distillation and the crops
used. Although the lower figures are
rather optimistic it can be seen that
alcohol is already competitive with
petrol, and is likely to become more so
as petrol prices rise.
Alcohol can be produced from the
waste products of the sugar industry
and from other crops - along with
other useful derivatives. For example
wheat can be fermented to make

ethanol, and the by-products, yeast
protein and wheat protein, which are
a complete protein source, can be used
as a meat substitute .
A CSIRO Interdivisional Working
Party carried out a survey on the
potential for _liquid fuel producti?n,
using current technology, from existing plant residues and energy crops
grown on as yet uncultivated land.
The study found that enough ethanol
or methanol could be produced from
plant materials to supply 47% of
current petrol needs .
·
Alcohol could provide an immediate, relatively cheap fuel to help
replace petrol. The technology to
produce it is readily available .
However not enough alcohol could be
produced to replace petrol by itself.
Methane: Methane (natural gas) is
produced when animal waste or plant
material is placed in a sealed container
in the absence of oxygen and allowed
to decompose. Methane has been
produced in numerous backyard
installations and in large sewerage
farms such as the Carrum sewerage
plant in Melbourne.
With some modifications methane
can be used to run an internal combustion engine, but there are a number
of problems in doing this.
Because methane is a gas it must be
compressed so that significant quantities can be stored and transported.
Compressing the gas uses energy itself,
while the extra weight of the gas
cylinder increases the weight of the
vehicle.
When methane is digested a small
amount of sulphide gas is produced. If
this gas is not removed it can form
sulphuric acid _in the engine and cause
considerable damage.
Perhaps the most significant
.disadvantage of using methane is the
limited supply of organic waste .
available. The amount of methane that
can be produced is relatively small
compared with our present and
projected fuel consumption.
Hydrogen: Water (H20) is made up
of hydrogen and oxygen. If we could
economically separate the hydrogen
we would have an almost endless
energy source . When hydrogen is
burnt the by-product is water, and
thus there is no pollution problem .

The hydrolysis of water is a simple
operation, involving running a current
through water to separate the two
elements, but this takes energy - more
energy than we get out of the hydrogen when we utilize it.
Using hydrogen to run motor
vehicles involves major modifications
to the engines, modifications which
have not been perfected. Hydrogen is
also highly .explosive (remember the
Zeppelins c,f the First World War).
Thus, while hydrogen may be used to
fuel motor vehicles, it could have more
potential as a form of energy storage
in conjunction with solar and wind
systems.
Other Fuels: As fossil fuels come
closer to exhaustion research has been
carried out on a number of other
possible replacement fuels. One of
these involves passing an electric
current through a liquid containing
plant material, to produce a liquid fuel
suitable for motor vehicles.
Even though most of the new
developments hold some promise,
many cannot produce the huge quantities of fuel needed cheaply. They will
take time to be developed .

ALTERNATIVE VEHICLES

r

Electric Cars: Over recent years some
impressive work has been done at the
Flinder University of South Australia
towards developing a viable electric
vehicle in the near future. To do this
the running gear and body of an existing Fiat 127 was used, fitted with a
printed circuit motor (which is lighter
and more efficient than other motors).
A modified lead acid battery,
which is 30% lighter and smaller than
conventional batteries has been
installed, with an electronic control
system to maximise battery life and
motor performance.
The motor runs on a variety of
voltages ranging from 12 to 144, as
well as currents from Oto 80 amperes.
The motor is directly connected to
the gear box: no clutch is needed
because of the low mass of the motor.
Enough research has gone into the
technology of electric cars to make
them a commercial proposition and
they may soon be available to the
public. The specifications of the Mk II
research vehicle are shown below.

Work is also being carried out on a
delivery van.
Like most of the other alternatives
to petrol - driven cars, electrical
vehicles only provide a partial solution. While they are useful as commuter vehicles, they are not yet
suitable for long-range travel.
If a large-scale changeover to
electric vehicles took place an
immense strain would be placed on
our electricity generating capacity,
further depleting coal reserves.
Steam: Over the last ten years a
highly efficient steam car has been
developed by Ted Pritchard in Melbourne.
This vehicle has a number of
advantages. It can run on almost any
fuel (it has already run extensive tests
on alcohol produced from sugar cane)
and it emits much less pollution than
an internal combustion engine.
The steam car is the only form of
alternative vehicle which approaches
the performance of an internal combustion engine. Electric vehicles fall
far short, and there are few other
systems which supply as much power
as this engine at a relative low cost.
The Pritchard steam car can maintain a cruising speed of at least 100 to
110 km per hour. Fuel consumption
is between 25 and 35 miles per gallon
on kerosene (and 170 miles per
gallon on water). It takes less than 45
seconds to build up enough steam to
drive the vehicle.
The project's main problem at this
stage is lack of finance . About 12
month's work and $120,000 will be
needed before manufacturing can be
started.

THE FUTURE
The transport crisis is not d.tie- so
much to lack of energy as to the
inability to find energy sources as
concentrated as petrol.
A bowser can pump petrol into a
car's tank at about 50 litres per
minute. This rate of energy transfusion is equivalent to 30 Mega Watts;
as much as a small electric power
station. To look at it another way,
the petrol pump transfers energy to·
your car at 10,000 times the rate an
electric car could be charged from a
power point.

Finding a power source as concentrated as petrol and in as large supply
will almost certainly be impossible. If
this is the case then lifestyles which
involve commuting by private transport from home to work, home to
shops etc., may not be possible any
more. What private transport survives
will have to be slower and more
energy-efficient than petrol driven
vehicles.
It is essential that the public
transport system be enlarged and
developed. Greater use of bicycles
and of walking will also be necessary.
Ultimately we must look towards
the restructuring of our society so
there is less of a need to commute. We
must develop communities of people
within the urban environment, so
that work, school, shops and all other
services are within walking distance
from the horn e.
We have no choice in the matter of
adopting these measures. What we do
have some control over, is whether
the transition will be planned, and
controlled or abrupt and devastating.
We do not have the time to argue
about the changes our society must go
through with the demise of the family
car(s). Even if we start now it will take
time, and time is running out.

Mick Harris
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SPECIFICATIONS - FLINDERS ELECTRIC VEHICLE MK II
Fiat 127
2 x 4 kW. printed circuit.
Linear current control with battery
preselection.
12 x 12 volt units 6 kW. hr. at 1 hr. rate.
Battery:
265 kg.
1020 kg.
Vehicle Weight: (Incl. battery)
To 40 km/h 16 secs.
Acceleration Rate: (Test weight.
To 60 km/h 37 secs.
1156 kg.)
Maximum Current During Acceleration: 80 amp.
60 km/h - 65 km.
Range (Constant speed):
45 km/h - 100 km.
To 80% of test speed
30 km/h - 130 km.
Urban Test Cycle: (To AEVA
50 km.
requirements)
17.6%
Gracie Ability:
Continuous rating
Regenerative Down Gracie Holding
3 km/h
Ability (1 in 10gradient)
171 watt. hrs. per tonne kilometre .
Specific Energy Consumption:
(as per AEVA requirements for Urban
driving cycle).

Body Type:
Motor:
Control:

i

I

After the devastation caused by
Cyclone Tracy in 1974, the Darwin
Reconstruction Committee (DRC) was
set up to rebuild the flattened city.
The DRC was interested in decentralizing, but was faced with the
problem of the high cost of supplying
services to remote urban areas.
The Northern Territory Environment Council suggested that these
costs were so high as to justify
developing a self-sufficient autonomous services system. Although the
DRC was not convinced by this argument, it did indicate that land could
be made available for such an experiment if the Environment Council
could produce a detailed feasibility
study demonstrating its viability.
At this stage the Architectural
Science Unit of the University of
Queensland heard about the project
and eight students started work on a
detailed design for the site. By November 1976 a 600-page report had been
compiled, concluding that the project
was feasible .
Unfortunately the DRC was wound
up at this stage, and the new planning
and land authorities which replaced it
showed no interest in granting cheap
land for the solar village. This meant
that fewer people could afford to
commit themselves to the project
than would have been possible with
Government assistance,.
A site of 130 hectares was chosen
f~r the village at Humpty Doo, 34
kilomet.res south-e~t of Darwin. The

intending residents took out an option
to purchase the site. The group then
applied the findings of the students'
report to the new site and produced a
second report by February, 1978. The
scheme allowed for an initial ten
families, housed on individual quarter
hectare blocks around a community
centre, with the rest of the 130
hectares remaining as community
property.

ENERGY SYSTEMS
The· autonomous village plans to
· use a combination of home-made and
off-the-shelf equipment to provide
energy and water.
Water: During the dry season from
May to October there is virtually no
rainfall in the Northern Territory, and
so windmills will be used to pump
bore-water. The first windmill, a
"Southern Cross" multi-vane type, is
already supplying water for domestic
use, and to irrigate the small o~chards
and vegetable plots which are gradually being established around the first
houses.
Water heating: Solar hot water systems
are very efficient in the sunny
Northern Territory climate. Already
60% of houses in Darwin have solar
hot water services, which require less
than 10% of electrical boosting to
meet their hot water needs. It is
expected that all the village's hot
water requirements can be met using
commercial solar hot water systems

and no electrical boosting will be.
nee~ed.
Electricity will be pr~vi.ded hy a solar
pond system supplemented by a wind
generator.
For most of the year there is very
little wind in Darwin, so the villagers
are considering using a .5-kilowatt
Dunlite windmill blade with a 2-Kw
generator, to give the maximum output while cutting costs.
Most of the village's electrical
power will be produced from sunlight.
Under normal conditions the simplest
way of doing this would be to use a
concave mirror to focus the light.
The temperature at the focal point is
very high - high enough to produce
high temperature steam from boiling
water. However the light in Darwin is
often diffused by cloud cover, and is
hard to focus.
So, instead, the villagers plan to
use solar pond technology, researched
by the CSIRO.
The '!pond" is filled with layers of
salty water. The bottom level is
extremely saline but has less-salty
water above it . The top layer is almost
completely fresh.
In theory this prevents convection
currents in the water. The bottom
layer is too heavy with salt to rise.
As a result it can become very hot;
can be used for heat storage or lowtemperature electrical generation. (In
practice, it's a difficult system to
control.)
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DARWIN~S SOLAR VILLAGE
Low temperature turbo-generators
are manufactured by the Kinetics
Corporation (USA) and Ormat
Turbines (Israel). They have a peak
output of 5-10 kilowatts and a
conversion efficiency of 15% (that is
to say that 15% of the heat stored in
the liquid is converted to electricity,
the rest being lost in the process.)
Electricity will be stored in a series
of twenty-two 2.2 volt batteries, wired
together to give a total of SO volts,
with a nominal capacity of 1500 amps
per hour.
An inverter will be used to take this
up to 240 volts, the same as is available from mains power throughout
Australia.
It has been calculated that each
household will need 3 Kw hours of
power - enough to run 2 ceiling fans,
40 watt fluorescent lighting, and
provide 10 hours of refrigeration per
day. The solar pond and windmill
systems should be able to cover this
demand, except during occasional prolonged overcast periods.
The villagers could simply accept
these occasional blackouts, however
there would have to be some special
provision for refrigerating food.

Alternatively, extra wind generating
capacity could be installed to take
over in cloudy (and generally stormy)
times. However there is no hard data
at present to show that cloudy and
windy times necessarily coincide.
The villagers may eventually instal a
wood-fired boiler (using on-site
timber) to provide electricity, or may
increase the thermal storage capacity
to carry them over the worst anticipated situation. The final decision
will be made when the village is
completed, on the basis of cost. Till
then a stand-by deisel generator is
being used.
Solar Air Conditioning: At least one
family is considering installing a solar
absorption system of the type manufactured by the Yazaki Corporation
(Japan) or Arkla Corporation (USA).
Biomass Conversion: Methane is likely
to be produced . from wastes from
agriculture and animal husbandry, to
be used for cooking.
The deisel generator could also be
modified to run on methane and so,
· perhaps, could some of the farm
machinery. However ethanol would
probably be more suitable for that
purpose, and therefore experiments

.-~~~~......;.....~;;...~--------~~------.....

GOING
SOLAR
Wind Generators

All Sizes

and Hydro
Electric Generating Systems
Systems

Slow Combustion and Pot Bellystoyes
Hydraulic Ram Pumps, Wind Pumps .
Mud Brick machines, Insulation.
Perrnacu lture and Organic GardeningGla ss Houses, Bee Keeping Equipment

___

Tools, Seeds, Trees.
Crafts- Spinning'M'leels
....,.
Books and Magazins on all this and more

375 QUEEN ST
MELBOURNE 3000

03 3284123
Call in or send 2x 20c
stamps for a c atal ogu e.
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE
SOLAR VILLAGE
The solar village will, it is hoped,
be a source of inspiration, information
and experience for other semi-rural
developments taking place in affluent
parts of the tropics. Further, the
known scope for economies of scale
in producing the hardware used in the
autonomous village suggests that the
concept is a viable alternative to rural
electrification, especially in the third
world.

*
*

CRAFTS
GOOD SECOND-HAND
CLOTHES

* BOOKS
on pesticides; food; ~nergy;
nuclea_r power; Aboriginal rights;
oceans; social alternatives.
Also magazines, comics,
badges and stickers.

Source:
Paper by Trevor Lee, Solarvvise Project
Officer, Cl- The Northern Territory
Environment Centre, PO Box 2120,
Darwin 5794.

Mick Harris

--------------------------------------.

UE

SPECIALISTS IN
SOLAR
ELECTRICITY
FOR REMOTE
HOMES

Solar Silicon Cell

Solar Hot Water

with energy crops such as cassava and
sugar cane are included in the plans
for agricultural development. (For a
more detailed discussion of methane
and ethanol, see "Alternatives to
petrol" in this issue.)

The Papua-New Guinea government's consultants at first planned to
build ten dams on the river, to i--------------------1
produce an incredible 9,000 MW of
power ( equivalent to 9 large nuclear
reactors or 18 Newport power
stations).
Japanese business needed cheap
The French Government has denied
power and a place to relocate its
·reports that an earthquake and tidal
heavily-polluting industries, such as
wave in the Polynesian islands were
bauxite smelting. But since the scheme
caused by a subterranean nuclear
started Japan has found other taxexplosion which misfired.
free Third World havens for its more
Workers in hospital suffering from
environmentally destructive indu:'11!rl'es.
severe bums were , according to the
Now the PNG Government is looking
Government, victims of a "nonfor partners in the venture.
nuclear" explosion.
Anyone who's concerned about the
Members of Greenpeace, trying to
third world, and wants to understand
the causes of social disintegration,
establish the real cause of the accident
poverty, the shift to the cities, overcontacted the DSIR (Geophysics Divi'.
population etc. should look at the
sion) in New Zealand, which replied:
Purari case study.
"Our seismographs have recorded
what is apparently a nuclear test in the
Purari: Overpow~ring New Guinea.
·vicinity of Moruroa. The origin time
Available from FOE Collingwood or
was 17.57 U.T. on 25 July, 1979. This
the pub Iishers, International Developis the largest event so far recorded
ment Action, 73 Little George Street,
from Moruroa, equivalent to an earthFitzroy, Vic. 3065. $5 plus postage.
quake of magnitude 6.3."

blast!

12volf

People living in the Purari Valley in
New Guinea have been asking this
question ever since they were casually
t?ld about the plans to dam the big
nver.
By · the time they were consulted
the New Guinea government had
already spent hundreds of thousands
probably millions of dollars on con'.
sult~ts' fees, aerial surveys, airstrips
etc, m an attempt to please Japanese
business interests, who wanted a
massive dam (the Wabo Superdam) to
power an industrial complex on the
Purari.

solar panels
from$191

Write to:

SOLAR CHARGE
6St Ninians Ct
Brighton 3186
Phone roN:

(03) 5961974

...
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Until recently,
the arguments against
uranium min~g were
based on issues of safety and
morality. Nobody doubted that
mining would be profitable . Australia
was said to be selling its soul, but we
assumed that there would be buyers.
However, evidence is mounting that
the thirty pieces of silver are not
forthcoming, and that companies who
have invested millions of dollars in
uranium mining may have thrown
away their money. This raises disturbing questions not only for uranium
miners, but for their opponents, who
tend to feel that however wicked
mining companies are, they are at least
capable of perceiving their own
interests correctly. The wasted
uranium investments suggest that they
may be unable to do even this.
The most enthusiastic advocates of
uranium mining as a source of profits
for Australia have been the Deputy
Prime ~inister Mr Doug Anthony, and
the chatrman of Pancontinental Mining, Tony Grey. On 22 July 1978
after signing Australia's first safe'.
guards agreement (with Finland), Anthony declared that we
would become

"another Saudi
Arabia on the world
energy scene". He said
that there was a long queue
of countries waiting to sign agreements with Australia for the supply of
uranium .
Now, a year later, the U.S., South
Korean, Finland and the Phillipines
have signed agreements, and Britain
hopes to sign soon. Australia's supposedly biggest customer Japan, has
shown a majestic lack of haste to sign,
but has signed an agreement with
Canada, Australia's main rival. The
EEC has upped its own uranium
reserves, and signed agreements with
Canada. Iran, whose once ambitious
nuclear program Australia hoped to
supply, has fallen apart at the seams,
and looks likely to scrap its nuclear
program altogether. Australia has had
no new contracts since 1972, and only
one miniscule contract with the
Phillipines looks like being signed.
Even this is in doubt, as Marcos may
.abandon the Bataan plant (the only
nuclear plant under construction in
the Philippines) altogether, leaving
us with no new contracts at
all.
At the Sall}.e,
time, world
uranium

I

I .

production
capacity is undergoing considerable expansion, while the size of world
nuclear capacity in yea.rs to come (the
usual benchmarks are 1985 and 1990)
- look like being a good deal lower
than was estimated a couple of year
ago.
Let's have a look at how these
developments will affect the market
for our uranium, and our efforts at
selling it to a few selected countries

The Market The demand for Australian uranium
will depend on the size of world
uranium demand , and the share of the
world market we manage to get. The
profitability of our mines will depend
on how much that figure is below our
production capacity . Thus, if there
were to be a demand for 10,000
tonnes a year of Australian uranium
and Aus~ralian mines were to produc~
20,000 tonnes a year we'd clearly end
up with egg on our faces (or maybe
yellowcake).
World uranium demand will
depend on:
1) The growt

~ , °'

d~fl~:I

'
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nuclear
capacity, and
leaving only its
Boiling Water Reactors - known as the
"nine unreliables" in action.
Sweden has also shut down its
Pressurized Water Reactor capacity
for extensive modifications.
Safety-related shutdowns look like
becoming a permanent feautre of the
nuclear industry, with disastrous effects
on economics. Charles Komanoff, a
Agency
noted U.S. critic of the nuclear
(IAEA) foreindustry, and expert on power plant
cast an even
economics, estimates that by 1985-6,
lower capacity than
nuclear power in the U.S. will cost
theOECD: 220Gw. This
twice as much per Kilowatt as coal.
contrasts with the estimate
Orders have been cancelled. Within
it made eight years ago, which
days of the accident, the Power
predicted a 1985 world capacity of
Authority of the State of New York
610 Gw.
cancelled a large Babcock & Wilcox
Our own AAEC had cut its estimates
plant, citing the accident itself and a
of nuclear capacity in 1985, from a
70% increase in capital costs as the
nuclear
1975 estimate of 500Gw, to a 1977
reason. The Hokuriku power company
industry over
estimate of 355Gw, and then to a
of
Japan also suspended a 1,000Mw
time.
1978 estimate of 272Gw. If it drops
plant. The U.S. has now a de facto
2) Nuclear capacity
by the same amount this year as it did
moratorium on nuclear plant construcfactors (the amount of
last year, it will be about 170Gw.
tion. On 29th March, 1979, General
electricity produced by a
(Existing 1978 capacity was 99Gw,
Electric,
the world's second biggest
reactor over a given time, comand a further 185Gw is under conreactor
manufacturer,
and the only
pared with the amount it could
struction, as well as 111 Gw on order, . builder of Boiling Water Reactors,
have produced had it operated at full
so the AAEC assumes that much of
anniunced that it would withdraw
power for the whole of that time).
this will still be "in the pipeline" or
from
building reactors, a step it had
3) Uranium inventories. (The amount
cancelled by 1985 .)
been contemplating for a while.
of uranium kept on hand in stockpiles
It's too early to know what the
A searching political reassessment
by utilities and bdies such as the US
Harrisburg accident has done to
of
nuclear power is now going on
Department of Energy [DOE] .)
official nuclear projections, but there
within
the U.S. congress ; in Sweden,
4) "Fails assay" (the percentage of
are some rather hefty straws or maybe
where
the
question will be submitted
U-235 discarded in tails with U-238
logs in the wind.
to
a
referendum
next year; and in
from the enrichment process.)
The accident has already had a
Germany.
Thus the progressive cuts in estisubstantial effect on capacity factors,
It doesn't require great arithmetical
mates for future nuclear capacity,
causing nuclear power to be less
to see the effect all this is likely
ability
lower-than-expected capacity factors, · economic than expected. This in tum
to have on the demand for Australian
expected shedding of uranium invenis likely to cause a falloff in further
uranium .
tories by utilities, and dropping of tails
orders (if any) not to mention cancellUranium Demand
assay by DOE will all contribute to a
ation of existing orders, hence a drop
Now we come to the difficult bit.
lower demand for uranium including
in long-term uranium demand. At the
This involves numbers, but I promise
Australian uranium.
same time, safety-related closures will it won't hurt.
Let's have a look at future nuclear
mean a drop in immediate uranium
lp. February 1978, the OECD made
capacity. In doing this I am going to
demand, because reactors that aren't
some estimates for uranium supply
make a big demand on the reader: I
working do not use up uranium.
and demand. These estimates were
shall assume that, unlike Anthony
In the US, all- reactors made by
more optimistic than many estimates,
and Grey, you can count. So be brave.
Babcock and Wilcox (the firm respon- including those of the AAEC.
In February 1978, over a year
sible for building the Harrisburg
According to the OECD,
before the Harrisburg accident, the
re1,1ctor) have been shut down by the
- 1980 will see a demand of 41,000
highly-respected
Organisation for
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and
tonnes a year of yellowcake (U3o8),
Economic Co-operation and Developofficial bodies have recommended that
and a production of 53 ,000 tonnes,
ment (OECD) cut its estimates fo r
all Pressurized Water Reactors be giving an excess of production over
1985 nuclear capacity in the Western
closed for safety modifications, which demand (?f 12,000 tonnes. (The AAEC
world from 479-530 Gw* (the esticould be a prlonged and messy busimate it had made in 1977) to 278 Gw,
"A. gigawatt is 1,000 Megawatts - the size
ness. Japan shut down all its Presa drop of 42%.
of a standard nuclear reactor, and about one
surized Water Reactors for two
third of the total electrical r:apa<;ity of
The International Atomic Energy
months, affecting over half of its
Victoria.
·
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rich quick" Nabarlek project is ever
estimated that demand in 1980 would
going to make any money, while
be only 30,000 tonnes, giving an
Ranger and Pancon will be costly holes
excess of 23 ,000 tonnes.)
in the ground into which money will
- 1983 will see a demand of 59 ,000
be poured.
tonnes a year, and a production of
·82,000 tonnes a year, giving an excess
Competition
of 23 ,000 tonnes.
- 1985 will see a demand of 65,000
Major competition to Australian
tonnes, and an output of88,000 tonnes
uranium miners is coming from Canada
giving an excess of 23 ,000 tonnes.
and South Africa, while the U.S. is
(The AAEC says demand will be only
expanding its production capacity
54,000 tonnes, giving an excess of
rapidly, and Europe has recently
34,000 tonnes!!)
doubled its uranium reserves. Smaller
- 1990 will see a demand of 102,000
producers such as Niger, Gabon, and
tonnes and an output of 110,000
Zaire are also upping production. All
tonnes, giving an excess of 8 ,000
tonnes.
·
will compete with Australia, while
Clearly, even if the Harrisburg
some (such as South Africa for example), are not fussy about inconveniaccident had never happened, and even
.
if nothing disastrous happens to world
ences such as safeguards.
Canada · has been spurred on by
nuclear programs, on the optimistic
major discoveries in the state of
estimates of the OECD there will be a
Saskatchewan. and a report by the
glut of uranium at least till the 1990s.
international broking firm Mead and
If the AAEC's estimates for uranium
Co. on developments there concludes
demand are coupled with OEDC prothat "Saskatchewan seems likely to
duction estimates, the situation
win the race with Northern Australia in
obviously looks a hell of a lot worse
becoming the next major world area of
for the miners. Thus, with the OECD
uranium supply." The same report says
production figure of 88 ,000 tonnes a
that "The Australians have lost the
year in 1985 coupled with the AAEC
early development race, and the
demand figure of 54,000 tonnes a year,
uranium spot-price will fall." The rethe surplus of 34,000 tonnes would be
about equal to 1979worldproduction!
port optimistically assumes that world
This sort of surplus would obviously
demand for uranium in 1985 will be
play havoc with any Australian share
100,000 tonnes a year. (not the 54 ,000
tonnes predicted by the AAEC and the
of the market, and there could be large
stockpiles of unneeded uranium up to
IAEA) so the real city should be even
less favourable to Australian (and
the year 2,000 and beyond . If nuclear
capacity were to remain static or
Canadian miners than the report
decline after 1985, and if the OECD's
assumes.)
predictions of high production were to
The other major competitor with
Australia is South Africa, blessedly
come true then, things could be worse
untroubled by nasty environmentalists,
still, with disastrous implications for
the Australian industry.
and unworried by proliferation. South
Africa produces uranium as a byOfficial AAEC estimates say Australia should be able to supply 10,000
product of gold, and has long-term
contracts well into the future
of the predicted 54,000 tonnes world
particularly with Taiwan.
demand for the year 1985. These
official estimates are a lot less than
By 1980 it plans to
Anthony's and Grey's astronomical
supply 47% of
Germany's
estimates, which assume that world
requireuranium demand in 1985 will be 100200,000 tonnes a year of which Austments,
ralia will supply 20,000 tonnes. One
and
wonders if they live on . the same
to
planet as the AAEC . .
Unofficial, internal AAEC estimat_e_s_.,,C.:I..JQ..,Ql,fi=!!"!!!!f.
of world demand are even lower =
than the official figures, and :..:....--------v
suggest that we may be -----------:::t
able to sell as little
as 2 ,000 tonnes a
year by 1985 .
At that rate
only the
"get

double its 1977 production.

The Disappearing Markets
While competition to supply
uranium is growing, many countries
that were mentioned as potent fal
markets for Australian uranium in the
early 70's now seem to be running into
difficulties over their nuclear programs.
Japan: - Much hope has been placed
in Japanese demand for our uranium,
but Canada has beaten us to the contract stage, and in any case, Japanese
requirements for both existing and
planned capacity are contracted for till
1990. In fact , the planned capacity
may not materialise, leaving Japan
with more uranium than it will need
by 1980. Japan has recently cut its
predicted 1990 capacity from 100,000
Ww to 60,00o:tvfw (60Gw). In fact,
only 19 ,OOOMw is actually in operation, under construction, or on firm
order, and can be depended on. Of this,
planning for lGw has been suspended
by the Hokuriku Power Co. since the
Harrisburg accident. Japan's 1990
capacity is thus likely to be far below
that planned, while lowered capacity
factors due to safety-related closures
and plain unreliability will reduce the
uranium used even by existing capacity. If capacity factors are, say
10% below industry estimates .
and capacity 40% below, ~~~~
Japan may end up
using as little as
half
the
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contracted
for. Maybe it is
not surprising that
Japan has been "coy"
in signing a uranium safeguards agreement with Australia. Japan has consistently
said to Australia that it is unable
to predict how much uranium it will
need from us. Certainly , if we don't
develop it, J apan is unlikely to "come
and get it " .
Iran: - Iran was to have bought
15 ,000 tonnes of Australian uranium
from 1980-85 at 3 ,000 tonnes a year,
and was expected to sign an agreement
in July 1978, to be followed by contracts. The safeguards agreement just
didn't happen. The Iranian nuclear
program, originally put at 23 reactors
by 1990, had been cut to 4 by the
time of the Shah's exit. Of these, two
reactors were actually being constructed by the Gennan firm of Kraftwerk
Union (K.WU). Construction on these
has now stopped, and the sentiment of
the AEOI (Iranian equivalent of the
AAEC), is against completion because
energy can be supplied by oil and gas
in Iran at one third the cost of nuclear
power. Ap art from this , Iran has decided that it is un-islamic to pay interest
to KWU for the uncompleted plants.
Philippines: - When Australia signed a
safeguards agreement with Manila on
9 August 1978 , Marcos wanted between
1500 and 1900 tonnes of uranium in
total , for the 600 Mw Bataan plant
then under construction.
On 8 June 1979, an exchange of
letters took place between Fraser and
Marcos , in which Australia arranged to
supply 160 tonnes a year of uranium
after 1980, covering the total requirements of the 600Mw Bataan reactor.
This contract - if it is one - is the only
one we have had since 1972, and 160
tonnes a year is almost nothing even
compared to (he output of the smallest
, of our mines , the 1080 tonnes per year
Nabarlek project. But a cloud hangs
over even this miserable little contract.
On 18 June , 1979, only ten days after
the exchange of letters, Marcos halted
work on the Bataan reactor, saying he
feared a repetition of the Harrisburg
accident, and said he wanted to investigate cancellation of the contract for
"violation of the implied warranty of
safety".
South Korea: - A safeguards agreement was signed between South Korea
and Australia on 2 May, 1979. No contracts have been signed. Anthony
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claimed,
as the agreewas
ment
signed, that South
Korea would need
80,000 tonnes of uranium over 20 years - 4 ,000
tonnes a year. However, this
: assumes that South Korea will
actually succeed in its intention to
build 40(! !) reactors in the next 20
years. South Korea has recently embarked on an ambitious expansion of
its nuclear power program, but 40
reactors in 20 years doesn't add up . In
order to finance the construction of
just an additional two plants to the 5
already in operation, under construction, or on order (2 + 5 ;; 7 not 40)
South Korea has had to borrow some
$1.3 billion from the U.S. ImportExport bank, and a ''Who's Who" of
world banking. In order to have 40
reactors on line by the year 2000, it
will have to complete - not just start
planning or construction - two reactors a year at a similar or higher price
tag. W. Mooz of the RAND corporation estimates that by 1985, the price
of a lOOOMw reactor will be about 3 .1
billion in 1976 dollars. At this rate,
the South Korean program will cost
$120 billion without the benefit of
inflation. The most South Korea can
hope for on any realistic time-scale for
ordering, designing, and buildings
reactors by 1985 is the 5 reactors
already planned, plus the additional
two (that's being pretty optimistic): a
total of about 5 ,6000Mw. By the year
2000 it might have doubled that
number, again assuming no delays. In
practice, it is unlikely to have even this,
and Australia will not be the only
country wanting to supply uranium to
Korea.
Britain: - It seemes like an optimistic
ign when Britain signed a safeguards
agreement with Australia, late in July
this year.
However, although Britain has six

N

T

In June this year many Australian
newspapers carried articles on a "halt "
in nuclear power plant construction in
the Philippines. The reasons given for
this halt were that the Three Mile
Island experience had eroded the
Filipinos' confidence in nuclear power;
and secondly that Westinghouse
(suppliers to the Philippines), had
refused to send experts to advise in
the assembly .of their own equipment.
Concurrently with this decision,
three Filipino nuclear opponents
toured Australia, in an attempt to

I
reactors
under construction there
are no more on
order - in fact there
have been no new orders
since 1973 .
At present Margaret Thatcher is making very nuclearsounding noises, and this may mean
that the two Advanced Gas-cooled
Reactors Britain was considering
ordering will materialize. However
Britain has an excess of both nuclear
and conventional generating capacity,
and again, Australia will not by any
means be the only source of supply.
The increase in EEC uranium reserves
may be significant in this context.

So what?
Both mining companies and nuclear
opponents have assumed that the
nuclear industry needs Australian
uranium . The fact is that it does not
need our uranium because it is slowly
and painfully dying nayway . But this
does raise some interesting questions.
- Why are the people who manage
Ranger, Pancontinental, Western Mining, Queensland Mines, and Noranda
investing in what no longer seems to
b.e a profitable venture? Tony Grey, at
least, seems to believe his own propaganda. He is certainly making his

I asked the visitors what the electricity from this plant would be used
for.
Filipinos: We don't need much electricity in the local area
because there are less recreation areas
and less electric lights there than you
would find in a big city. The energy
from that plant will supply the Bataan
export processing zone , it is not for
the local people.
The export processing zone is
designed for the convenience of
multinational companies : the Ford
factory, exporting body panels, the
Amco jeans factory (which is an
Australian company) and others.
FOE:
Has the construction of
the reactor brought prosperity to
Bataan province?
Filipinos: As I observe it is really a
disadvantage,
especially
now that most of the people in
Moroµg (the reactor site) are involved
in construction, and have become
dependent on it for income. Fifty
one families in Morong have been
"relocated" - their farmlands have
been taken for the construction site
and they have built shanties in
Morong. Some of them have been
compensated by the Government but
others have been told "no"; the
Government does not even supply
them with building materials.
Other workers have also come in
from the rest of the country and built
shanties. When the construction is
finished they will be unemployed.
FOE:
What do the people in
Morang usually do for a living?
Filipinos: Fanning and Fishing. That
is the problem: the fishing
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Filipinos
talk about
Bataan
1

Reactor

industry has been reduced to one
tenth of what it was. The people catch
milk fis h ("fingerlings") . Due to the
erosion from the construction the
fish are dying. The sea is too muddy
for them to live.
FOE :
How many reactors are
planned for the Philippines?
Filipinos: What we heard at first
was that there would be at
least five , at Bataan , Laguna and
Mindanao. They do not claim this
anymore.

Why is that?
Because of the strong
opposition. We hope that
the Bataan reactor will be the first and
the last reactor to be built in the
Philippines. At first they said it would
cost $600 million. Now the cost is up
to $1 .7 billion.
r"
A lot of people, especially at
Laguna and Mindanao have been
asking US support groups for help .
There is a legal challenge against the
Bataan reactor at the moment, concerning the safety of the reactor. The
Nuclear Regulatory Commission gives
a licence to operate it after the plans
have been checked. However people
are saying that the Bataan reactor is
not safe because it was not built by
workers with nuclear expertise. The
Westinghouse
Corporation
have
FOE :
Filipinos:

E
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dispel the belief that nuclear power is
needed in the Philippines, that the
ordinary people must have it to raise
their living standards.
One of them, Delfin Ganapin is a
lecturer at the University of the
Philippines. Jose Mario Francisco is a
Jesuit priest. The third, is a resident
of Bataan Province, site of the Philippines' first (and perhaps last) nuclear
reactor. So far the containment shell
of the reactor has been built, but the
reac;tor parts inside have not been
completed.
nuclear engineers, but they weren't
working on the site - all the work was
done by Filipinos .

Do people in the PhilipFOE:
pines want more electricity? Do they
want a Western ty pe of lifestyle?
Filipinos: Of course yes , they want
shopping centres and all
the things you have here. But the right
way to progress is not having a nuclear
plant which is disastro us because it
isn't safe.
If y ou do not have nuclear
FOE:
plants, where will electricity for the
local people come from ?
Filipinos:

There is plenty of potential
for hydro-electricity, and
it is much safer than nuclear plants.

FOE:
gress?
rilipinos:

Whats your idea of pro-

Progress in agriculture,
because this is what the
Filipinos are skilled at. We need· to
spend more time and money on the
irrigation system ; things like that.
The export zones are not the best
way to progress. In them we see
exploitation of labour and low wages.
The labour code of the Philippines
says that you become a regular
employee, entitled to social security,
hospital and unemployment benefits,
only if you have worked for six
rr.onths for one employer. The
employers and employees both pay a
premium to cover this. So , after five
months the employers change their
workers!
Barbara Hutton .
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PUTE FOR W.A.
Late in 1974 the W.A. Fuel and
Power Commission (FPC) published an
amazing document (Report FP31)
which attempted to estimate the likely
range of growth rates in electricitydemand on the State Electricity
Commission interconnected system
for the following half-century.
In the Brave New World projected
by the FPC, by 2025 peak electricity
demand in the South-West of W.A.
would be from 20 to 50 times higher
than peak demand levels in 1975. In
the not too distant future, in fact
somewhere between the winters of
1991 and 1994, the first 600 megawatt (MW) "non-fossil" (i.e. nuclear)
station would be introduced into the
SEC interconnected system. During
the next 30-33 years a further 13-26
nuclear power plants would be added ·
to the system.
When, during 1975 the SEC (with
the aid of many pretty slides) began
explaining these . wondrous visions in
public places there were not a few
people who found it difficult to resist
the temptation to roll mirthfully in
the handiest aisle. Surely, just a little
more than 12 months after the 1973
oil crisis no-one still believed that the
single-minded extrapolation of energy
consumption rates from the basement
to the ionosphere in the shortest
possible time could form the basis of
future energy policy!
It soon became clear that the SEC
was of this peculiar belief and the
sweet Indian summer of mirthful
rolling ended - as it does all too often
- abruptly.
However, as the growth rates projected in 1974 failed to materialise and
the SEC began to revise its estimates
downwards the potential spectre of
nuclear power began to recede into the
next century. Indeed with each passing
year the possible introduction of
nuclear power seemed to be moving
an additional 2-3 years into the
future, for many a very reassuring
trend.
This trend changed in 1978. In that
year energy policy ceased to be based
on heavenwards projection from the
SEC and began to be based on trumpeted pronouncement from Sir Charles
Court. In mid-year Sir Charles proPage 30- Chain Reaction 5(1), 1979

nounced that W.A. would have a
nuclear reactor by 1995, and by
October he was declaring that if
North-West Shelf gas did not go ahead
he would ram a reactor down our
throats by the mid-1980's.
It can readily be demonstrated that
the placement of a nuclear reactor
into the SEC's interconnected system
before the tum of the century would
break all the economic and engineering
criteria normally associated with good
electricity supply practice.

When Could a Reactor Fit into
the Grid?

4
t,,),
...:,'!,•
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Consumers of centrally-produced
electricity become most aware of the
system on which they depend when
they suffer a black or brown-out.
Some people may not mind these too
much. Statistics show that many .
people go to bed early, while others
may exchange ghost stories around
flickering candles. While I personally
quite enjoy black-outs, they are generally not to be encouraged. The severe
blackout in New York in July, 1977
caused an economic loss of at least
$1,000 million. Some people are
inevitably seriously disadvantaged by
such happenings. These, and others
who may be just plain grumpy, complain to the SEC when black-outs
occur and therefore the SEC doesn't
like them either.*
·Black and brown-outs, occur when
the demand for electricity which
consumers place on the system
exceeds the system's ability to supply
electricity. There must be sufficient
generating capacity to cope with the
demand on the coldest day each
winter, normally the day of maximum
demand. It is necessary to have a
reserve capacity to allow for breakdowns, routine maintenance and
possible underestimates of maximum
demand. Conventionally, up to 25%
may be deliberately allotted to reserve
capacity, although a well-designed
system (particularly a large one)
*Moreover SECs are statutorily obliged to
provide power at all times. Black-outs are
more than an embarrassment!

should not need this much reserve
capacity. It would be unwise to have,
say, 50% reserve capacity because
then a large amount of capital would
be tied up in plant which may rarely,
if ever, be used.
Maximum demand for W.A. in
1977-8 was 905 MW. So if the .SEC
had 2 generators of 600 MW_ each at
the moment (it doesn't) it would seem
to have sufficient reserve capacity.
However, if a generator supplying
half of total capacity broke down it is
obvious that serious supply difficulties
may occur. . Therefore, prudence
demands that no generator in the
system should supply more than
15-20% (less is better still) of the
total capacity. 20% will be used in
future calculations, and this figure will
provide a positive bias for nuclear
power.
The SEC estimates (probably it
over-estimates) that between 1978 and
1998 total electrical energy (not
power) production will increase by
6 .6% per year and the primary fuel
input to electricity production will
increase by 5 .5% per year (Report
RP68). The difference between these
two figures is a measure of expected
improvements in efficiency of converting fuel to electricity.
are
interested
However, we
primarily in the growth rate in peak
power-demand rather than the growth
rate of electrical energy demand.

Between 1973/74 and 1977/78
electrical energy demand grew by 7 .8%
per year, while peak power demand
grew by only 5 .4% per year. Therefore, if 5 .5% per year is chosen as an
estimate of peak power demand
growth until well into the next
century it is seen to be a very conservatively high growth rate by
anyone's standards.
The final thing we need to know is
how big are nuclear reactors? Answer:
at least 1,000 MW - these days
anything smaller is regarded as
uneconomic. (By contrast, the most
economic size for coal-fired stations is
generally regarded to be 300-500
MW.)
Now the mathematically inclined
can get their teeth into calculating
when a 1,000 MW unit could be
sensibly slotted into the SEC's interconnected system.
A 1,000 MW unit would comprise
20% of a total generating capacity of
5 ,000 MW. 5 ,000 MW capacity would
provide 25% reserve capacity when
peak power demand was 4,000 MW.
Starting from a peak power demand of
905 MW for W.A. in 1977/78, a
growth rate of 5 .5% per annum in
peak power demand would reach
4,000 MW in 2005/6 (if I can do my
sums right). However, in the last few
years leading up to 2005/6, before a
1,000 MW unit could be added, peak
power demand would be eating up the

The Committee on Government
Operations of the US Congress in its
report "Nuclear Power Costs" (April,
1978) pointed out that "nuclear
capital costs have been seriously
underestimated in the past ... and the
gap between estimated and actual
costs is still increasing" .
In such an uncertain inflationary
situation it is perhaps unsurprising that
Mr Mensaros no longer knows (if he
ever did) what a nuclear reactor may
cost: "No, I couldn't give you any
figure" (-NATIONWIDE ABC, April
2 1979.)
However, it is very surprising that
the Minister now claims he cannot
recall estimating what a nuclear
reactor may cost:
Mensaros : "As I said I can't recall.
When you said the figure of $600
million that was a little suspect to me.
I don't know in which connection. I
mean if you show me in what interview or in what ... "
"Nationwlde~' "That probably was a
bad report."
Perhaps the Minister is also prone
to being misreported in Hansard and
in his own letters.
Capital costs for nuclear reactors
beginning construction now are generally estimated to be $1,500-$2 ,000
per KW. Harisburg certainly won't
make them any cheaper, provided it
What Would It Cost?
hasn't made them impossible.
Estimates for nuclear reactors
In the last half of 1978, Fuel and
beginning construction in 1985-90
. Energy Minister Mensaros twice stated
involve very considerable uncertainties.
that a 1,000 MW nuclear reactor
However, a useful estimate has been
would cost about $600-$800 million
provided by Rand statistician William
to build:
E. Mooz in his paper "Cost Estimating
- "Based on overseas estimates for a
Relationships
for
Light
Water
first-off $1,000 MW nuclear power
Reactors ''. produced for the US
station the capital cost would .. be
$600-$800 (per) KW (-Hansard, p. · Energy Research and Development
Administration in 1977. Mooz esti1930, 1st August 1978.)
mated that capital costs for a 1,000
"Based on 1,000 MW .. . a nuclear
MW reactor (in 1976 dollars) could be
power station would cost $600-$800
as high as $3,100 million in 1985 and
million" (- Letter to the WEST
$4,000 million in 1990. The cost is
AUSTRALIAN, September 6, 1978 .)
inflated. 1985 and 1990 dollars
These figures appear to be approxiwould be .considerably more extramately 6 years out of date. The last
ordinary, giving new meaning to the
time the US Atomic Energy Comexpression "nuclear energy costs the
mission appears to have estimated
earth".
capital costs of this order was in a
Dr Peter Brotherton,
January 1973 revision of its document
Friends of the Earth,
WASH 1230. Even then, the figure was
537 Wellington St, Perth 6000.
probably a gross underestimate.

reserve capacity of the e~sting {000
MW of plant. If we allow for 25%
reserve capacity with the 4 ,000 MW
of generating capacity, it can be calculated that peak power demand may .
reach 3 ,200 MW in 2000/ 1. If a 1,000
MW plant was slotted in then, the
reserve capacity would be (5 ,OOOMW3 ,200MW· = 56%) which is ridiculously
high. These wild swings in reserve
capacity are a consequence of allotting
20% of generating capacity to a single
unit and bear out the earlier comment
"less is better still". However, on the·
basis of these figures a nuclear reactor
could be slotted into the grid some:
where in the first few years in the next
century.
The downward trend of the past
few years for SEC estimates of
demand growth should also be taken
into account. I think it would be
surprising if peak electricity demand
growth was sustained at 4% per year
for the next 10 years and 2% per year
thereafter. If this were to occur, the
possibility of fitting a nuclear reactor
into the grid would recede well into
the secondquar~erofthe next century.
What a dramatic contrast this provides
with the Fuel and Power Commission's
aged vision of building 27 reactors by
2025!
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There's l1\0l9

to Fish
than Food

for Thought

Dear friends,
In response to Brian Appleford's
article, "Fish - Food for Thought" ,
Vol. 4 No. 4, we would like to add
that protection of fish stocks is more
complex an issue than was evident
from the article.
Protecting fish stocks will not, and
should not, come from people eating
less fish but rather from ceasing to
use fish stocks for animal fodder and
pet food*. Fish has traditionally been
a poor man's diet, not a wealthy
man's. If the whole fish catch was
available for human consumption,
then millions of people would receive
an adequate diet.
(*Half of 1968 world fish catch
was fed to livestock - FAO.)
Modern technology leads to greater
efficiency in fish catching (because of
spotter planes, powered boats and
winches etc.). There are few nursery
areas protected from this technology.
Often non-marketable, but edible
species are dumped, usually dead.
Because of low catch prices and
high running costs of large boats,
bulk fish have to be caught to pay a
boat's way.
Until recently, there existed few
. controls over quantity and quality of
fish, fishing areas, numbers of vessels
fishing. Many undersized fish have
been left to die both by amateur and
professional fishermen.
Industrial growth with its attendant
pollution is the most vicious predator
of fish . Industrialisation tends to
destroy fish nursery areas and breeding
grounds which lie in estuaries and

T

T
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shallow coastal areas, (favourite effluent sites). This destruction comes from
direct pollution by sewage, overuse of
pesticides and herbicides. Indirectly,
estuaries are affected by increased
rainwater runoff from sealed urban
areas, causing sharp changes in salinity
and temperature to which fish are very
sensitive. Reclamation projects sedimentation from causeways and breakwaters, dams that restrict migratory
fish, and dredging, all contribute to
dramatic changes in estuarine breeding grounds (see "The Frail Ocean" by
Wesley Marx).
So, the first and most important
step is to protect fish breeding and
nursery areas by stopping pollution
of waterways and interference with
water flow in estuaries.
- next, to clamp down on the catching of undersized fish.
- closer co-operation and more communication between fishermen and
fisheries officers to prevent overfishing.
more over species of fish used for
pet-food.
- greater public awareness of fish
and their habitat.

"Human failure to identify emotionally with fishery life and the
tendency to regard the water environment as alien and hostile (have)
hindered understanding and action on
FR.OM p,,...c.:. 38
investment decisions as if he does. One
is struck by the extent ot which the
closed and incestuous world of corporate decision-making is not the real
world. It is a world in which decisions
seem to be taken not with cash-register
in hand, but on the basis of myth and
ideology. Sober calculation of profits
on an informed and realistic basis
would lead companies not to risk their
precious capital on uranium mining.
Food for thought.
- What are the implications for the
anti-uranium campaign in Australia?
Should we perhaps be looking more
closely at plans to build reactors in
W.A. and Victoria, rather than at
mining in the N.T.? Should we perhaps
be looking more closely at energy
policy as a whole, and at the values
underlying it?
In answering these questions, the
ability to think may be more important than the ability to count.

s
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the question" (of pollution).
-"Fish and Fisheries in the Context
of Environmental Concern" (F AO,
May 72).

Amnmnition
for sharks

Yours,
P~ter & Anne Needham
P.S. There should be provision in
all ports for tanks into which fishermen can pump their oily bilge water.
At the moment bilge water is discharged into the harbour. There's no
sense in slapping a fine on someone if
no alternative is provided.

I would be following in the footsteps
of the Easter Bunny if I disputed the
points made above, they require little
comment. They are salient and all that
I will do is qualify the points that I
made.
a) I was not, in my article, attempting
to point out the threats to fish so
much as I was trying to make the
point that many people have the uiea
that the ocean is a limitless source of
food.
b) It is important to realise that much
of our processed fish is imported from
countries where poverty and starvation
are rife.
c) It is in the developed count;;es that
the greatest amount of fish is eaten
regardless of whether it is caught there
or elsewhere.
The comments of Peter and Anne
on estuarine pollution are relevant,
particularly in relation to diadromous
fishes and shell fishes although all
other littoral breeding and feeding
fishes are also suffering environmentally altered habitats.
Finally I should point out that
since the collapse of the Peruvian
Anchovy fishery in 1972 far less of
the world fish crrtch has been used for
stock feed. However, as F.A.O. has
difficulty in obtaining realistic figures
and I have no hope of doing so I can
only agree that whatever the percentage of the world fish catch is used for
stock feed . . . it is that much too
much.
The letter from Peter and Anne is
correct in essentials and philosophy
. . ·. I won't argue with them, can't
argue with them, and thank whosoever
for the extent of sanity in the world.
Brian Appleford .

John Ha 11 am l;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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LETTERS STOP PRESS
My review of Dr Helen Caldicott's
book 'Nuclear Madness - What You
Can Doi' was in no way intended as a
personal attack. It was simply a
criticism of the book as I saw it.
I do not dispute that Dr Caldicott
was one of the people irivolved in the
movement against the French nuclear
tests, but I do maintain that s_he was
only one of many. 'Nuclear Madness'
left me with the impression that Dr
Caldicott was the sole initiator and·
thereafter the most active participant
in the anti-French tests campaign.
I don't believe that my review will
provide effective ammunition for anyone. I see it rather as an indication of
the diverse and widespread range of
views encompassed and united within
the anti-uranium movement. This
uniting of greatly differing attitudes
and ideologies is part of the strength
of the movement and should not, I
feel, be suppressed.
Linnell Se comb.

Seminal stuff!
Dear Linnell ,
As a member of Friends of the
Earth (S.A.) I was, personally, very
annoyed about your criticism of Helen
Caldicott's book "Nuclear Madness what you can do" in Chain Reaction
Vol. 4 No. 4.
From my recollection of past
events - Helen was the first really
concerned person in Adelaide to voice
her apprehension about the effects of
radiation on the population of the
world, due to fallout from nuclear
weapons testing. She was always
willing, and felt it was her duty as a
doctor to direct her knowledge and
concern towards the community at
large. I am quite convinced that she
was, at least, one of the people who
originally alerted us to the future
dangers we face.
I find your personal attack unworthy of Friends of the Earth and
wish, as a member, to disassociate
myself from your expressed views.
They will certainly be good ammunition for the pro-uranium sharks!
from
Your anti-nuke friend,

Bette Beckwith.

Dear editor,
Thank you very much for your
magazine, which immediately after its
arrival is being useful for our groups.
Although only just a few persons can
read English, those who can, translate
for the benefit of others and all of us
find Chain Reaction quite interesting,
informative, seminal.
Our group (the Mexican Chapter of
Friends of the Earth) works in close
connection with CIDHAL, a feminist
group and the one that is most concerned about environmental issues.
Our groups are small and weak, typically Third World groups. The short
pieces of information, as well as
articles, letters or news c1ippings·1that
we think may be of interest are all of
them in Spanish. If you consider it
worthwhile to translate them, we shall
willingly send them to you .
Once again, thanks a lot for your
magazine. We are looking forward to
receiving future issues.
Cordially yours,

Arturo Aldama
Amigos de la Tierra, A.C.
Apartado Postal 269
Telefono 2-76-38
Cuernavaca, Morelos.

The US Government Fish and
Wildlife Service has been lobbied to
transfer the leopard off the Endangered Species list.
An unofficial survey, carried out in
a dozen African countries, has
reported a large increase in the leopard
population. Conservation and wildlife
bodies claim this whirlwind census
was based on guesses and estimates,
not on a physical count, and is quite
inaccurate.
They say that if the remaining
leopard population is to survive a
accurate census must be made.
According to Dr Perez Olindo, of the
East African Wildlife Society, the
leopard will be doomed if it is taken
off the US "protected" list.
Friends of the Earth in Burnie are
mounting a campaign to save the
leopard . Donations and volunteers are
needed. Burnie FOE is also selling
SAVE THE LEOPARD stickers ($1.60
for a sheet of 25) to raise money for
the East African Wildlife Society.
The Tasmanian "tiger" has disappeared with hardly a trace - the
true tiger looks like following it. Now
at last people in Australia are helping
the embattled conservationists in
Africa to save another of the great
cats, the leopard, from human greed:
the status-seeking desire for genuine
furs.

Contact: John Gillett,
PO Box 350, Ulverstone,
Tas. 7315.
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March 28 , 1979. A spring morning
in quiet Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
While residents slumbered, dairy cattle
huddled together against the early chlll.
No-one was aware of the insidious
puffs of radioactive steam drifting
across the sluggish river which
separates the little town from its
nuclear neighbours , the twin-reactors
of Three Mile Island power plant. By
afternoon, the alarm bells ringing
inside the doomed reactor's control
room could be heard around the
world .
In Vancouver, British Columbia,
where I was staying with fellow
Greenpeacers, newsreaders reported
the "incident" in French, English and
American broadcasts, as helicopters
surrounded by an eerie mist flew
across· our screens. Dixy Lee Ray, the
pro-nuclear governor of neighbouring
Washington state was shown boarding
a plane bound for a Nuclear Regulatory Committee (NRC) meeting , the
good lady smiling and full of assurances that the situation was well under
control. Walter Cronkite, the grand old
man of U.S. evening news was already
hinting at irregularities between NRC
and power company reports on the
"accident". Ralph Nader called for
closures. Power company P.R. men
called for calm. It was the day before
my 23rd birthday and even in farremoved Canada I could feel the fuses
burning for the nuclear industry ...
The China Sy ndrome, based on a
script co-written by a former nuclear
engineer, opened in theatres throughout the U.S. and Canada in early
March 1979, well before the world
had heard of Harrisburg. Starring a
combination of top young Hollywood
stars (Jane Fonda and Michael
Douglas) and a golden screen veteran
(Jack Lemmon) the fihn was sure to
keep the box offices busy, even without its controversial and current
affairs theme - the safety and ethics
of the commercial nuclear industry.
The film ruffled a few feathers - the
General Electric Company refused to
sponsor a talk show hosted by Barbara
Walters, a top-rating interviewer,
unless her interview with Jane Fonda
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averted by the coolness and experience
of the only qualified nuclear engineer
in the plant, Jack Godell (played by
Jack Lemmon), the cameraman
ignores the P.R. man's assurances that
the incident was "nothing more than
a blocked valve" and secretly films the
control room during the panic station
situation.
The
disturbing
coincidences
between the film and reality have
already begun to appear . .. a nuclear
reactor control room full of young ,
unqualified men who panic when they
have to cope with a dropping water
level and a nearly uncovered reactor
core ... a P.R. man who plays down
the danger of the situation and lies to
the media about the incident . . .
Kimberly and Richard soon discover that their exclusive footage of the
accident won't be shown on air as the
discussing the film was scrapped. But
since the film 's expected audience
mainly consisted of young, aware and
converted middle-class whites. Since
the film 's expected audience would
consist mainly of young, aware and
converted middle-class whites the film
was not seen as a real threat. The
many workers and housewives who did
not question nuclear power would
probably never go to see the fihn.
But when news of the accident
broke even General Electric couldn't
keep Walter Cronkite and Harrisburg
off the air. By the night of March 28th
Columbia Pictures executives were
rubbing their wallets with glee as clips
from their newest baby flashed across
every TV news report in North
America. Because film crews could not
gain access to the panic-tom control
room at the Three Mile Island reactor,
the stations were using footage from
the very believable China Syndrome
to illustrate the disaster to viewers.
As the NRC press statements and
Metropolitan Edison power company
denials continued into the morning of
March 29th, a strange mind-warping .
situation became apparent. The saga of
the doomed Three Mile Island reactor
read increasingly like a film script and the film script began merging into
the l).ews reports . . . So accordingly I
have included examples of the strange
fa~t/ficti<;>.n saga in my look ·at The
China Syndrome.
In the film Jane Fonda plays

Kimberly Wells, a newsreader who the
station bosses are moulding into a
·novelty item for their network.
Kimberly wants to contribute somenovelty item for their network.
Kimberly wants to contribute something apart from a good figure to the
Los Angeles-based newsteam, but her
employers have other ideas. To keep
her serious aspirations temporarily
under control, however, the network
boss throws · her a feature on the
energy crisis to compere. Kimberly
jumps at the chance to do something
other than read cute human interest
items and employs an old friend,
cam~raman Richard Adams (Michael
Douglas) to film the feature on the
Ventana Nuclear Plant.
The station Kimberly works for
wants to show the nuclear industry
in a good light - particularly, as
Kimberly and Richard later discover,
because Cal Gas & Electric (the
power company running the Ventana
plant) are major network sponsors.
But even Bill Gibson, a smooth-talking
P.R. man (who , incidentally bears a
remarkable resemblance to Three Mile ·
Island's front man) fails to hide the
nuclear industry's dirty secrets when
an accident occurs at Ventana during ·
the news crew's visit. After all , an
earthquake-intensity shudder passing
through thick concrete walls, and a
control room full of panicking men are
hard to cover up. At).d although the
near-meltdown situation is eventually

TV network executives refuse to use
the film, claiming a dangerous legal
situation. Richard later discovers that
Cal Gas & Electric have threatened to
withdraw their sponsorships unless the
film is dumped. (Barbara Walters
would find this situation familiar after
her Fonda interview).
Kimberly has a surprise meeting
with Jack Godell who assures her that
there was no accident and no danger
to the public at the Ventana plant.
But Godell hasn't much reason to
believe in the nuclear industry.
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Although a quickly-called nuclear
board of inquiry (read NRC) hearing
into the Ventana incident has cleared
the plant and staff, Godell has discovered a major leak in a pump which
has spilled contaminated water and'
radiation onto the floor of the reactor
room, and he wants a full investigation
into the cause of the accident. His
boss, Herman De Young is under
pressure to reopen the plant and fears

plant's welding merely photostated
one x-ray repeatedly.
When Godell challenges the nuclear
technician on this point, his life is
threatened. After all, the company
who built Vent ana has a lot to lose if
it is reported to the nuclear authorities
as it is busily engaged in building
dozens of other plants. (Not e: a report
in Newsweek early in May noted that
NRC officials engaged in investigating

a huge cash loss if the plant reopeni.J!.g,
is delayed any longer. Go dell, who
sincerely loves his job, begins to see his
beloved nuclear industry in a ~ew light
and is hurt and confused by the costcutting and unprofessional attitude his
employers are taking. He also discovers
that the x-rays of the reactor welds
have been faked - that is, instead of
each weld being x-rayed for any
weakness which could affect the
reactor's stability in times of stress
(a check required by law) the tech. nician who supervised the Ventana

the cause of the Harrisburg accident
have complained that technicians
involved in building Three Mile Island
have been evasive and deceitful in their
answers to questions on the safety
codes and building techniques used in
the plant).
Meanwhile Dr Lowell, a top physicist, has been shown the fihn , of the
Ventana incident. The following
amazing conversation takes place at
the screening, held privately during a
public hearing on the licensing oC a.
new reactor:
.
Dr Lowell: (after viewing Richard's
film): "it looks like they came close
to having a China Syndrome."
Kimberly: "What's a China Syndrome?
Dr Lowell: ''Well, if the core of a
nuclear reactor is exposed for any
reason, the fuel heat s beyond core
heat tolerance in a matter of minutes .
Nothing can stop this process once it
has started. It then melts thro ugh the
core container, through the concrete
basin surrounding the reactor and right
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through the bottom of the plant.
Remember your childhood myth, the
one that says if you dig straight down
and far enough you'll get to China?
Well theoretfoally, that core could
melt its way right through the centre
of the earth. But of course it wouldn't,
because sooner or later it would hit
ground water. And when it did, the
amount of steam generated by the
core's incredible heat would send a
blast of radioactive vapour up through
the earth and into the atmosphere.
The vapour would move quickly up
and away, depending on wind strength
and direction, of course."
Kimberly: ;'Could this China Syndrome be dangerous? Could it kill
people?"
Dr Lowell: "How many people would
be killed? It's hard to say. But it could
render an area the size of the State of
Pennsylvania permanently uninhabitable. Well, let's say for the next
25,000 years. That's reasonably permanent. Cancer cases will show up
within weeks, months and years after
the blast. They could number in the
hundreds of thousands, even millions. "
Kimberly: "Is that true?"
Dr Lowell: "Without being alarmist, it
is entirely possible. In fact, highly
probable. Even though I'm talking
theoretically. Because theoretically,
to a scientist, means that the total .
event hasn't yet occurred but conclusions derived from laboratory
experiments indicate a strong degree
of probability. And we already have a
mass of very hard data from Hiroshima
and Nagasaki."
If you're shocked by reading this
conversation now, imagine what the
audience reaction was on March 29th
- the night after the first news reports
from Harrisburg - when I saw the film
for the first time in a Vancouver
theatre!
After hearing this Kimberly and
Richard decide to visit Godell, the
nuclear physicist employed at the
Ventana plant. Godell at last agrees to
give them a parcei of evidence exposing the still-unresolved safety problems
at the plant. But the driver of the car
carrying the evidence is tailed and
forced off a cliff (painful reminders of
the Karen Silkwood case). Godell finds
himself in great personal danger, and
ironically, is forced to take refuge at
the Ventana plant, the only place

where security is stringent enough to
protect him from hired killers.
Of course, being a Fonda film
(which like Julia, Comes A Horseman
and Coming Home are full of brave,
virtuous martyrs and ordinary citizens
who find new strength and courage)
the message of the troubled nuclear
engineer Godell comes across in the
end.
The China Syndrome is an inspirational film, certainly. The film also
shows the ineptness and lack of
technical knowledge which are a
feature of many anti-nuclear workers,
and raises questions about the effectiveness of some methods of public
demonstration - in fact, one demonstrator's tactics at the nuclear inquiry
in the film is boring, stupid and yet,
unfortunately, all too familiar to those
of us who have worked both in the
· media and in environment organisations. The message is clearly "shape
up your act, nuclear protestors!" . . .
And is a bit of constructing criticism
not useful to the movement? The film
is drawing large crowds of the "silent
majority"
housewives,
teachers,
farmers and social clubs in North
America, perhaps because of its

realism, pe.rhaps because there is very
little ''We told you .so" preaching to
be seen. Ironically, the most · sym·
pathetic and martyred character in the
film is Godell - the little man who has
such faith in his job, his employers and
his industry.
Look for ,the subtle ad placed right
before the end credits of the film.
Encourage your friends, neighbours,
local Rotary Club or Parents and
Citizens to see the film when it is
released here - after all the Woman's
Weekly has been publishing the story
(with pictures) under the label "The
film that nearly happened": this in
itself may be the best publicity the ·
Australian anti-nuclear movement has
ever had. We have never had a better
time to show the nuclear industry for
what it is - corrupt, greedy and wasteful of both energy, lives and dollars,
and if we blow the chance that Harrisburg has given us .. ·. we might as well
switch on the TV and wait for dooms.day.
-Jodi Adams is co-ordinator of
Greenpeace Australia, based at the
New South Wales Environment Centre,
399 Pitt Street, Sydney, 2000.
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KNOCKING ON
.EAVEN'S DOOR

by Rolf Heimann
published by Friends of the Earth
$4.95.
We were talking about activism, and
how to evaluate its effectiveness.
Judging activism by its media coverage
alone seems to ring quite hollow. One
of the things I've discovered is the
value of having fun as an objective,
while being politically and environmentally active .. . just the buzz from
standing up for myself against those
authorities I was told to respect
without question from childhood. It is
this enjoyment of the experience of
activism which I value beyond most
other aspects, and it is this aspect
which is almost always overlooked by
people discussing the subject.
With all this in mind, you can now
consider Rolf Heimann's journey of
protest, on his yacht La Flor, as one
of the great success stories of activism .
If his activism is to be judged solely
on whether Rolf saved the world, and
stopped the French nuclear tests at
Moruroa - his object of protest, or
even gained much media response then his epic yacht journey through
the south seas would be considered a
failure . Which would be a great shame,
because Rolfs graphic account of his
adventures in his (non-cartoon) book,
Knocking on Heaven's door is very
enjoyable, informative reading.
The book is actually a travelogue,
and as a travelogue it is a fascinating
document of the trials and tributions
of sailing the romantic South Pacific.
Rolf didn't quite make it in time for
the French nuclear tests but he experienced enough adventures on the way
to fill a book. They are described in
gry human detail - with no pretentions to heroisms and eco-martyrdoms
which has marred descriptions of other
better-known journeys of protest to
Moruroa.
Knocking on Heaven's door, which
.I read mostly in one sitting, is full

·of brilliant colorful real-life characters including a self-styled King
and liberator of the tiny island called
Tana (he turned out to be a Corsican
- shades of Napoleon - named
Antoine Fornelli). The islanders themselves were so bent on their own
freedom from white colonials, that
at one stage they threw all their
money into the sea or spent it in a
wild orgy. They figured the whites.
couldn't live without money; if the
islanders didn't have any money then
it followed that the whites would
leave.
Heimann's descriptions of the Polynesian peoples, both in an historical
and contemporary perspective and
some of the more colorful Polynesian
and European characters is a delight,
as well as his own traumas and
ecstasies in just sailing the yacht. An
excellent book for those of us who
still have the odd fantasy of the
romance of sailing our way to a
South Pacific freedom.
Michael Russo.

Smalllernalives
a per~nal.guide

to saving energy

&money

If you 're no more than an armchair
ecologist, you won't appreciate
"Smallternatives: a personal guide to
saving energy and money". It's a small,
readable, practical, illustrated book
which asks you to modify your lifestyle away from extravagant energy
usage. T,o this end, there are nearly
200 specific guidelines which can help
you save energy, reduce pollution and
save money at home, at work and·, at
leisure. But for them to work, you
have to be prepared to use them.
This is a new production of the
little booklet produced by the "Smallternatives Working Group" in Brisbane,
which has already sold over 12,000
copies, at a conservative estimate.
"Smallternatives" has been written for
Australian conditions, and anticipates
the world-wide preoccupation with
efficient energy use which is likely to
be one of the major issues of the '80s.

11\e Smallternatives Working group has
no vested interests, nor affiliations
with any political party, religion or
commercial group. The members are,
however, concerned that the world's
energy resources be shared more
equitably than at present (Australians
are part of the one third of the world's
population which consumes four-fifths
of its resources.) They ask us to devise
our own guidelines, and involve those
we live and work with in using them
too, to produce a cumulative effect.
"Smallternatives" uses simple illustrative graphs and diagrams. These
bring home why even small energy
conserving measures are important.
For instance when electricity is produced from coal (as was the case in
N.S.W. in 1977), about four-fifths of
the energy stored in the coal mav be
lost in the conversion process: By
using less electricity we are also avoiding contributing to the wastage which
occurs in supplying us with power.
It is surprising to learn that 37% of
the electricity bill for Melbourne and
Sydney households is for waterheating, and that each degree of
heating water makes about 3% difference to the average house's water
heating bill. Maybe we can do without
steaming hot water for all of the 24
hours of the day . ..
Using Smallternatives guidelines all
the time, it is claimed that we should
be able to reduce our gas and electricity bills by up to two-thirds.
Wouldn't we all benefit from using
Smalltematives?
Andrea Morgan
~
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THE SOUTH WEST BOOK
Australian Conservation Foundation
$11. 70 Soft-back; $15 Hardback.
Mainland Australians sometimes
think of Tasmania as a tame, picturesque island, a patchwork of forms
and apple orchards. But the rugged
South West is one of the wildest,
least explored parts of Australia, with
its thick, wet forest and rapid rivers.
It is one place where the original
ecological balance of the Australian
bush has not been disturbed by white
settlers.
Early this year the Tasmanian
Government extended the area of
wilderness that would be proclaimed
a Conservation Area, following recommendations
by
the
Australian
Conservation Foundation. However it
is still allowing forestry and mineral
exploration to continue inside the
Conservation Area, and the Tasmanian
Hydroelectric Commission is planning
a massive dam on the Franklin River.
Against these recent developments
the South West Book appears,
published by the ACF. The book was
conceived as a collection of information that would teach people about
the South West and help m rational
decision making for the area. It is an
attempt to draw together knowledge
of all aspects of the area into a single
reference source.
In an attempt to provide a holistic
view of the South West, the editors
found mountains of disparate and
never-before
published
material
existed - held in the minds of bushmen and academics - scattered in the
dusty corners of museums and libraries.
The book is very clearly set out,
indexed, sourced and illustrated. The
text is enhanced by over 400 black
and white photographs, maps, drawings and diagrams, and 23 colour
plates, as well as a large colour map of
the South West.
The wealth of information is
divided into five sections, History ,
The Natural Environment, Recreation,
Industry and Conservation in the
1970s.
Each section includes material
written by authorities in their fields.
The book, however, is f;tr fr_om a
dry academic treatise. The reader will ·
become fascinated and enthralled by
~ch things as an account of the
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extinct tribes that inhabited the
coastal fringes of the South West for
thousands of years: a letter written on
the beach besides the encroaching
waters of Lake Pedder, extracts from
the diary of Olegus Truchanus on the
fi rst canoe journP,y down the
Gordon
River;
the story
of the
pioneering \
King
famil

~~y
made
their home
in the
• remote
backwaters
of
Port Davey
and .
a nostalgic • •,,·i;c,:.....~"'
poem
~~~~~1
from the
solitary
girl

REV I E\J\JS
of De Witt Island, Jane Cooper. Tales
of river adventure and memories of
walks of long ago are recounted, and
numerous rare photographs bring them
to life again . Much of the scientific
sections stem from fresh research.
Articles will take you e:itploring the
fascinating underground world, the
biology of cave systems, the remains
of giant marsupials who wandered in
the S.W. 14,000 years ago.
Forestry
and
hydro-electric
developments are explained in full.
Their impact on a wilderness is portrayed in stark reality and the evolving
is
conservation
consciousness
delineated battle by battle.
Whilst the controversy surrounding
the South West has been an issue for
over a decade, few people have been
equipped to argue about it authoritatively. However, this comprehensive
treatment of the issue now makes it
possible for those who care to, to gain
an understanding of the Tasmanian
South West.
"The South West Book", was
compiled in Tasmania by Helen Gee,
Janet Fenton and Greg Ho3ge, 'and
designed by Chris Cowles.
Copies are available from the
Tasmanian Wilderness Society, 102
Bathurst Street, Hobart, 7000. Soft
cover $11. 70, Hardback $15. Profits
will aid the Wilderness Society to
carry on its campaign.
Also available from the book shop,
FOE Collingwood (address p. 4 7).

- Thanks to TOGATUS magazine.
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These publications are available from FRIENDS OF
THE EARTH, 366 Smith Street, Collingwood. Most of
them are available at other state offices of Friends of the
Earth.
Wholesale rates to friendly groups, people running street
stalls etc. are as cheap as possible: usually 30-40% off the
listed price. Phone us for details.

Recent Publications
'CHANGING THE COGS: ACTIVISTS AND THE POLITICS OF
TECHNOLOGY
(Brian Martin, FOE Canberra, 1979)
$1.50
ANTARCTICA: WORLD LAW & THE LAST WILDERNESS
Keith Suter, FOE Sydney)
$1.95

Uranium and Nuclear Power
NUCLEAR POWER
(Walt Patterson, FOE UK 1976) Lucid explanations of how it works
$2.50
and how it fails.
THE MENACE OF ATOMIC ENERGY
Ralph Nader& John Abbots. USA 1977
$2 .75
RED LIGHT FOR YELLOWCAKE
Barrett, Falk & Hayes, FOE Au.st. 1976.
$1.00
URANIUM, THE LAW AND YOU
(FOE Australia 1978) Nuclear society necessitates a drastic loss of
civil liberties!
$2 .50
GROUND FOR CONCERN
(Mary Elliot, FOE Australia 1978) The social , political and environmental implications of the nuclear fuel cycle - and some alternatives. Penguin t;>estseller.
$3.95

Uranium : Pamphlets & Kits
THE POLITICS OF NUCLEAR POWER and
FUELLING UP FOR DISASTER
Alan Roberts, Gary Smith, Arena Publications 1977.
50c
URANIUM MINING: IMPACT ON THE AUSTRALIAN ECONOMY
THE NUCLEAR POWER E~PERIENCE IN JAPAN
NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION & AUSTRALIAN URANIUM
Three pamphlets produced by FOE Australia (1977)
ea. 20c
INSPECT URANIUM RESOURCE KIT
Nuclear hazards, effects on aborigines &c. For schools.
$1.50
URANIUM: CITIZENS' RESPONSE KIT
Concise rebuttal of pro-nuclear arguments
65c
URANIUM: PEOPLE OF THE WORLD SAY NO
Survey of world-wide opposition to nuclear power.
donation
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MIND IN THE WATERS
Fascinating collection of writings - scientific and poetic - on
whales and dolphins.
$10.00
ICE
.
Reports on the dangers of commercial exploitation of Antarctic.
Four issues have been produced so far.
ea. 10c

·General
RECYLCING: IS IT THE SOLUTION FOR AUSTRALIA?
(/an Pausacker, Penguin, 1978)
$3.25
THE MAPOON BOOKS
.
Book 1: Aborigines tell how they were driven off the Mapoon
$1.00
mission to make way for bauxite mining:
ea. $1.80
Books 2 & 3: The company's version of the story-etc.
KNOCKING ON HEAVEN"S DQOR
(Rolf Heimann) The story of a voyage to the centre of the French
testing zone in the Pacific.
$4.95
MORUROA MON AMOUR
(Bengt and Marie Danielsson) Story of the Tahit ian struggle for
freedom, against French exploitation and bomb testing .
$3.50
MEDIA HANDBOOK
(Iola Matthews) Guide to writing press-releases etc.
$2.00
UNFAIR TO HIPPOCRITS
(By Rolf Heimann. Proceeds to FOE) Humorous and satirical
$4 .95
drawings by the "Nation Review" cartoonist.
NO EMUS FOR ANTARCfiCA
Rolf Heimann (the artist who drew the cover of th is issue) produced
this collection of cartoons for FOE - humour and social comment.
$4.95

Why throw out old
envelopes?
You can recycle them with sticky-backed "ecolabels" to
cover up the old address.
Labels in blue,green or yellow in four designs : "Save the
Whale", "Go By Cycle", "Solar Power for a Sunny Future"
and "Save Paper: Reuse Envelopes". It takes 17 trees to
make one tonne of paper so why waste erwelooes:
~ ~ e ,

Energy Alternatives
SOFT ENERGY PATHS
Amory Lovins, FOE UK 1978.
$2.95
ENERGY STRATEGIES: THE ROAD NOT TAKEN?
Lovins, FOE Australia 1977.
$1.00
·SOLAR ENERGY FOR THE HOME
(Chain Reaction, 1977)
60c
WINDPOWER FOR AUSTRALIA
(Chain Reaction, 1977)
$1.00
A OUEANBEYAN SOFT-DRINK FACTORY
(FOE Canberra) Case study on the co-option of solar energy to serve
the Coca-Cola empire.
free
TIME & ENERGY
Magazine on energy news. Appears about monthly.
ea. $1.00
CARTER'S ENERGY DECEPTION: THE NUCLEAR THREAT,
·THE SOLAR SOLUTION
Pamphlet by Barry Commoner.
__
20c
BAUXITE: THE NUCLEAR CONNECTION
Plans for a huge aluminium refinery in WA will require vast
quantities of electricitv. Where will it come from? Nuclear power,
says the state premier.
donation

Whales and Oceans
WHALES •• . AIIID THEN THERE WERE~ONE,
(Kim O 'Sullivan, FOE Australia, 1978) Basic information about
whales: their behavior, their present plight, the Whaling Commission
and what you can d.o.
.
50c.
ANTARCTICA: RESOURCES & ENVIRONMENT
Pamphlet produced for the Antarctic Campaign
.20c

6
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Ecolabels: 40 cents a dozen.or $3 for one hundred.
from FOE, 366 Smith St, Collingwood. Vic. (419-8700).

,.

Stickers
STOP URANIUM MINING (in English)
20c
STOP URANIUM MINING (Italian or Greek)
30c
PLUTONIUM - DEADLY FOR 240,000 YEARS
40c
SOLAR NOT NUCLEAR
20c
URANIUM: NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION, DEFORMITIES,
40c
DEATH
URANIUM? NO THANKS!
20c
(Smiling sun stickers, sheet of 20)
30c
LET WHALES LIVE
30c
WHALING IS MURDER
SAVE THE FRANKLIN, TASMANIA'S LAST WILD RtVER
30c
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Badges
URANIUM? NO THANKS!
STOP URANIUM MINING
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
LET WHALES LIVE
PROTECT ANTARCTICA

30c
30c
30c
30c
30c

T-shirts
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
(green symbol on white, y ellow or blue)
URANIUM? NO THANKS!
(Smiling sun symbol o n wh ite)

$4.50
$4.50

orders
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CHAIN REACTION is Friends of the Earth's national
magazine. It is run on a non-profit basis and has no financial backing. Your subscriptions really help!
RATES (for four issues): Individuals .. $5 .00
Librarles· . ·$7-.50
Subscribe to Chain Reaction, 366 S]nith St, Collingwood
3066.

Name ................................... .

Please tick the publicat ions, stickers etc required. Include
40c postage for the first publication and 10c more for each
additional publication.

Address ................................. .

Name .. . .... ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ...... .

Postcode .............. Phone ............. .

Address ..... .. . . .. . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I enclose cheque/order for $....... (subscription)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Postcode . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I enclose a cheque/money order for $ .......... to cover
the ticked publications plus postage.
SEND TO FOE, 366 Smith Street, Collingwood 3066,

ANTARCTICA:

WORLD LAW and the
LAST WILDERNESS
by Dr. K. D. Suter

Friends of the Earth, Sydney

. Issues still available:

$....... (back copies).

RANGER URANIUM BLUES
$1 0
The toxic metals - Minamata and beyond; behold,
the· ball bearing!; solar cells; Brown's Ferry disaster
and more.
LAND RIGHTS UNDERMINED
$1 0
Aborigines and Mining; Cotter River Festival;
· Lucas Aerospace workers demand socially useful
work.
JOBS AND ENERGY
$1 0
A solar solution to unemployment; food co-ops;
the Clamshell Alliance and non-violent protest.
$1 0
WIND POWER FOR AUSTRALIA
Plans for a domestic' generator; wind technology;
plus Antarctica; China - environmentalists' dream?
SPECIAL TRANSPORT ISSUE
$1 0
The oil crisis and conservation options; restructuring our cities; production line blues.
WOMEN'S EDITION
$1 0
The alienation of women in a consumer society;
civil liberties in a nuclear state; packaging.
.ABORIGINES AND CONSERVATION
$1 0
Uranium discovered in Victoria; Interview with
Yunupingu; aborigines as conservationists.
RANGER: WHITEMAN'S JUSTICE? $1.75 0
The end of Whaling?; food and the third world;
mother India; Ranger: "dirty white man's politics".
60c0
SOLAR ENERGY FOR THE HOME
Space and water heating; the autonomous house;
bibliography.
OCEANS ISSUE
$1 0
Oil spills; whales; the Barrier Reef; plus Nuclear
Power in Australia?!

ANTARCTICA: WORLD LAW and the LAST WILDER- ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil
NESS is available now from FOE Sydney, 232 -Castlereagh
St, Sydney 2000. $1.95 plus p0stage.

Friends of the Earth are all around~._ou_._._._ __
Victorian Groups

New South Wales Groups

VICTORIAN RESOURCE CENTRE: 366 Smith Street.
Collingwood 3066. Phone (03) 419-8700.
BALLARAT: F.O.E., Hall's Boot Factory, 10 Nolan St.,
_
Ballarat 3350. Phone (053) 35-8059.
BENDIGO: F.O.E. P.O. Box 60, Eaglehawk, 3556.
BONANG: Debbie Mcilroy, C/o Bonang 3888. Phone
(0648) 90250 or 80236.
COLAC: Sally Kellet, Forrest Road, Barwon Downs 3243
ELTHAM: Robyn Frazer, PO Box 295, Eltham 3095
Phone (03) 439-1452.
FRANKSTON: Bill Buck, 15 Elisdon Drive, Seaford 3198.
Phone (03) 7.86-4 760.
GLEN WAVERLEY: Rob Martin, Phone (03) 88-3784 or
Nick McEwan, phone (03) 56-3243.
HAWTHORN: Rob Harris. 30 Harts Pde., East Hawthorn
3123. Phone (03) 82-8800 or Ray Radford, 819-4105.
LATROBE VALLEY (GIPPSLAND): Robert Spinner,
44 Haigh St, Moe, 3825. Phone (051) 27-2277 (work).
LATROBE UNIVERSITY: Environment Resource Centre,
La Trobe University Union, Bundoora 3083. Phone (03)
478-3122 ext 2456.
MITCHAM: Kevin Smith, 17 Beleura Ave., Vermont 3133.
Phone (03) 874-6049.
MONASH UNIVERSITY: C.R.A.C. Monash University
Student Union, Wellington Rd, Clayton 3168. Phone
(03) 541-3141.
ST ANDREWS: Reg Evans, C/- P.O. St Andrews . Phone
(03) 710-1451.
SWINBURNE COLLEGE: Contact Centre, Swinburne
College Students Union, John St, Hawthorn 3122.
Phone (03) 819-8395.
WODONGA: Colin McQueen, C/o AWOL Meats, Kelly St.,
Wodonga 3677. Phone (060) 26-1306.

SYDNEY: 232 Castlereagh St., Sydney 2000. Phone (02)
235-8037.
BATHURST: Sandy Ruecroft, C/- Communications Department, Mitchell C.A.E., Bathurst. Phone (063) 33-2216.
BLUE MOUNTAINS: Cathy Clarke, 26 St George's Cres,
Faulconbridge, 2776. Phone (047) 51-2820.
also Frank van Zantan , 125 Great Western Highway,
Whitford , 2778. Phone (047) 58-6273.
CENTR.1fL- CO.AST: David Scott, "Top of the Ulen",
Ourimbah 2258.
GOSFORD: Tony Newman, Whole Earth Farm, Lot 24
Glen Rd., Ourimbah 2258.
GOULBURN: Max Grieve, Goulburn College of Advanced
Education, McDermott Drive, Goulburn 2580.
GRAFTON: 223 Prince St., Grafton 2460.
HURSTVILLE: Ray Kent , 92 Hudson St, Hurstville, 2220.
Phone (02) 579-5082.
KIAMA : Jan Bradley, 86 North Kiama Drive, Kiama, 2533.
Phone (043) 37 -7297 .
LAKE MACQUARIE: 27 Marlin Ave., Floraville 2280.
LISMORE: Norm MacKay, C/- Northern Rivers CAE,
Lismore, 2480.
MOSMAN: Kevin Hardacre , 11 Bennelong Rd, Cremorne,
2090. Phone (02) 90-5993.
MULLUMBIMBY: Jim Bendseldt, Copper Lane, Mullumbimby, 2482 .
NEWCASTLE: C/· The Trades Hall, Union St, Newcastle,
2300 . Phone (049) 25641.
NOWRA: P. Auld, P.O. Culburra, 2540.
NSW INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY: Mary Johnston,
Cf- SRC, NSW Institute of Technology, Brickfield Hill,
2000 . Phone (02) 389-6011.
SURRY HILLS: Kim & Paul, 37 Nickson St, Surry Hills.
·
·
Phone (02) 698-7570.
WOLLONGONG: Alex Zilionis, 4 Marchant Cres, Mt
Warrigal, 2528. Phone (042) 964067.

Western Australia
PERTH: FOE, C/o the Environment Centre, 537 Wellington
St., Perth 5000. Phone (09) 321-5942.
NEDLANDS: 28 Everet St, Nedlands, 6009. Phone (077)
386-1522.

Queensland
BRISBANE: FOE, West End Resource Centre, 75b Vulture
St., West End (mail to PO Box 667, South Brisqane
4101). Phone (07) 44-1766.
TOWNSYILLE: C/· North Queensland Conservation
Centre, 328 Sturt St, Townsville, 4810. (mail to GPO
Box 364 Townsville). Phone (077) 71-6226.

Northern Territory
DARWIN: PO Box 2120, Darwin 5794. Phone (089)
81-3804.
ALICE SPRINGS: C/- Central Australia Conservation
Council, Reg Harris Lane, Todd St, Alice Springs, N.T.
5750. Phone John Reeves (089) 81-3804.

New Zealand
AUCKLAND: FOE, PO Box 39065, Auckland West, NZ .

Australian Capital Territory
CANBERRA: FOE, PO Box 1875, Canberra City ACT
2601. Phone (062) 47-3064.

South Australia
ADELAIDE: 310 Angas St., Adelaide 5000 . Phone (08)
223-6917.
PORT PIRIE: Ms Ali Fricker, P.O. Box 7, Port Pirie, 5540
Phone Port Germein, 34-5269 (or Bert King 32-1173).

Tasmania
HOBART: FOE, C/o The Environment Centre, 102 Bathurst
St., Hobart 7000. Phone (002) 34-5543.
BURNIE: FOE, PO Box 350 Ulverstone 7315. Phone
(004) 35-7384.
LAUNCESTON: Launceston Environment Centre, 103
Wellington St, Launceston. 7250.

THE EARTH NEEDS YOU FOR A FRIEND,
'
JOIN US!
Simply fill in this form and send it to your local FOE
group.
MEMBERSHIP FEE is $10 (or what you can afford) and
entitles you to Chain Reaction plus any other newsletters
etc which your local group may produce.

NAME . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ADDRESS ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.......... Postcode ......... ,· Tel. . .... .. . . .

(onser"e ene.rg':i
wherever rssible. ~.....
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